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13uy Lan(/-They Doti1t Make It Anymore

Carlier in this century, MT KATAHD~
N was owned by a paper
company. Today it is owned by the Citizens of Mai ne as part of the
200,000-acre Baxter State Park.
Today millions of acres of paper industry lands are for sale at
affordable prices.
'The single most important step we can take to promote sustainable
natural and human communities of the Northern Forests is large-scale
acquisition of these lands by the public.
'Public lands can best protect the ecological integrity of the region
and assure sustainable, locally controlled, economic opportunities for
the human communities.
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Can We Live Here Sustainably & Respectfully?
The liunus test for any Northern ·
Forest initiative is: does it promote the .
quest for sustainable natural and human '.
communities?
By this criteria, the
status quo has not served the region well '
in many important respects. It has
produced an ecologica l crisis, an ·
economic crisis, a social crisis and a .
spiritual crisis in the Northern Forest ·
region. Recent changes and trends have
forced us to confront the fact that even if ·
retention of the status quo were .
desirable, it is not possible.
Attempts to build sustainable human communities must address the
context of the current regional and ·
global crises: destruction of ecosystems, ·
fragmentation of habitat; loss of species ,
and genetic diversity, deforestation, .
poisoning of air, land and waters, .
human overpopulation, and unsustainable consumerism, to name a few.
Economic, political and social re- ·
lationships and institutions must respect
the carrying capacity (the physical and
ecological limits) of the Northern };<orest
ecosystems. There is no roorh for
negotiation on this point; one might as
well command water to run uph1U.
Ecological sustainability is not an
issue to be debated; rather, it is the
limiting factor within which all other
issues must be examined. We must
address the multitude of crises facing the
region in a wholistic manner. Isolation
of economic or social issues from their
ecological context will only produce a
new recipe for unsustainable, socially
irresponsible policy.
*
*
*
This second issue of the Forum
begins to lay out in a wholistic manner
some of the strategies that are integral
to developing sustainable institutions
and practices.
We open with David Miller's
compelling suggestion that the single
most important step we can take in this
direction is to buy much of the lands
currently for sale by paper companies
and other large landowners. Michael

DiNunzio and I discuss why the paper
industry is selling these large tracts and .
what the public must do in response.
David Carle, Sarah Thorne and
Lowell Krassner examine the effectiveness of recent public land acquisition
projects around Lake Umbagog (NH)
and Granby, Vennont
Once land is owned by the public,
it must be managed to promote the
stability of the natural and human
communities of the region. Sandra
Coveny warns that existing public lands
in the state of Vermont do not
adequately protect the ecological integrity of the region. She contends that
even if the entire Green Mountain
, National Forest were managed exclusively for ecological values, most of the
sensitive ecosystems and species in
Vermont would remain unprotected.
Buck Young examines the Forest
Service's implementation of the Green .
Mountain National Forest Plan and
finds that all is not well--even on a
forest that is widely regarded as a model
for the rest of the nation.
Many people in the Northern Forest
region believe unsustainable fores t
practices pose the single greatest threat

to the ecological integrity of most of
the region's vast forested areas. New
Hampshire is currently debating whether
or not to regulate the increasingly large
and intensive clearcuts in the northern
counties of the state. Tammara van
Ryn provides us with the background to
the New Hampshire debate, and Henry
Swan, a widely respected leader of the
region's timber industry courageously
calls for "restrictive" regulations
governing the practice. Mitch Lansky
then scrutinizes
the unexamined
assumptions of the latest "fix" for the
industrial forest that has been offered by
University of Maine (Orono) professors
Robert Seymour and Malcolm Hunter.
He finds that their "triad" approach creates more problems than it solves.
Lest the reader doub t that
clearcutting and other unsustainable
forestry practices are really a problem,
two recent books on the Maine woods
(reviewed by Gary Lawless) provide
compelling factual and visual evidence
that there is indeed a crisis of
catastrophic proportions in the industrial
forest of Maine. Anyone concerned
with the fate of the Northern Forests
will want to read both Cheryl Seal's
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Thoreau's
Maine
Woods:
Yesterday & Today and Mitch
Lansky's definitive critique of industrial
forestry and indu~trial society--Beyond
the Beauty Strip: Saving What's
Left ·of our Forests .
Andrew Whittaker describes a
sustainable, resource-based economy for
the region that is ecologically benign
and locally controlled. One key element
of such an economy is locally grown
food produced without petrochemica l
fertilizers and pesticides. The Los t
Nation Cider Mill's Michael Phillips
describes the dreams and frustrations of a
committed
local organic
farm
cooperative venture in northern New
Hampshire.
Like the weather, we all talk about
property tax reform, but no one does
anything about it Well, Deb Brighton
has. She has examined in compelling
detail how Vermont 's property tax
system works (or doesn 't · work).
Refonns that lead to equitable taxation
policies require such clear analysis as a
first step.
This issue of the Forum concludes
with Tomas Obomsawin's history of the
relations between Abenakis and _EuroAmericans in Vermont over the past
two centuries. Today, the Abenaki are
fighting for fundamental human and
property rights long denied them by the
dominant culture. But there is even
more at stake here than ending centuries
of injustice . Prior to the coming of
Europeans, the Abenaki and other
Native Peoples lived on this continent
from time immemorial respectfully and
sustainably.
As we enter the Twenty-first
Century, we must rediscover a respectfilled way of living that is inspired by
the beauty and mystery of the evolving
dance of life.
These are a few of the human
voices of the Northern Forests. In
forthcoming issues of the Forum, we
will continue to discuss these and other
issues critical to the future of this
region. Please contribute your voice to
this chorus.

--Jamie Sayen

'J{prtliem:forest :forum

Statement of Purpose
The Purpose of the Northern
Forest
Forum is: To Promote
Sustainable Natural and Human
Communities in and beyond the
Northern Forest Region.
The Forum will focus on:
*The Ecological Integrity of the region and strategies we need to adopt to
restore and preserve it;
*The need for Economic Reform
into an economy that is ecologically
sustainable, equitable, and locally and
regionally controlled;
*Community Empowennent; and
*Monitoring the Northern Forest
Lands Council.
·
The Forum is the only publication
.devoted to exploring the Northern Forest
as an area of local, state, regional, national and global significance. It will
seek to involve all citizens and groups
concerned about the future of the
Northern Forests, especially groups
working for economic and community
revitalization, religious and cultural interests, local officials, planners,
foresters, and citizens of the Northern
Forest communities.

We believe we can find the common ground that unites the diverse elements of the Northern Forest communities--our love for the region. The
Forum will provide an empowering forum for the unheard voices of the human
and non-human communities of the region.
We hope to stimulate a healthy debate that will assist our search to find
common ground, not more polarization.
We hope the Forum will promote a
sense of regional and cult ural identity
and celebrate the integrity, beauty and
resiliency of the biotic community and
the cultural diversity of the human
communities of the region.
The Forum will seek to assure
that political, economic, social and cultural strategies for the region's future be
ecologically sustainable. In particular,
we will promote forestry practices and
wood products manufacturing that are
ecologically sound, socially responsible
and economically viable.
Articles published by the Forum .
will represent the views of the authors
only, and will not necessarily represent
the views of all supporting members of
the Forum or its editorial staff.

The Northern Forest Forum

'Editoria{ Poficy
The Northern Forest Forum is an independent journal covering issues of importance to the Northern Appalachians
(including the Adirondacks and Tug Hill
reigons of New York). Signed articles
reflect the views only of the writer, and
do not necessaril y reflect the views of
the editors or any other groups or individuals associated with the Forum .
The Forum will publish articl es that
stimulate the search for sustainable natural and human communities in the region.

ijubl ica:tion
~cbtbult
The Northern
Forest
Forum is published six times a
year if funding permits. It will
be printed in the middle of the
odd-numbered months (January,
March, May, July, September,
& November). Deadlines for
submission will be the First of
those months.
If possible, please submit
articles on Macintosh-compatible disc.
Send articles to:
Forum, POB 52, Groveton, NH
03582.
Winter Solstice
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by David J. Miller
To paraphrase Will Rogers, "I always recommend buying land; for it is
one of the few things that is permanent."' The purchase of land for public
good is about as close to the notion of
pennanency as you can get. For the
past century, it has been a cornerstone
of America's conservation ethic from the
days of Teddy Roosevelt to more recent
days of Mo Udall in the United States
Congress. In the Northeast, federal
dollars have been used in establishing
the Green and White Mountain National
Forests along with state funds for
protection of unspoiled mountains,
rivers and lakes in the Adirondacks"
These prizes are provided for today's
generation to use, while protected for
future generations to enjoy.
On a national sca]e, where would
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strategic future. Champion conceded
that it
be difficult to hold onto
these lands and many people expect
Champion
probably unload l:h.ese
and other non-strategic forests in the
region by the end of this decade.
This trend is one that stretches
across Northern New England and will
involve millions of acres of magnificent
lands currently owned by multinational
paper companies. We cannot allow
these jewels of our heritage to be
chopped up, subdivided, and built upon
to satisfy the thirst of short-term
profiteers.
Local communities are
recognizing this need with recent edi·
torial~ in support of public acquisition
of Lyons Falls' Pulp and Paper
Company lands cun-ently up for sale in
the
Hill region of New York. In
Granby, Vem1ont, community leaders

wm
wm

embraced the federal fonds available
under Tile Forest Legacy Program to
over l ,COOacres of land on the
market within their
Our state
rnnum,u

state "··,,,,,,,,,.""'''"'"'~
mere $10 million

Forest

cannot meet
our greatest challenge" It is time for us
as dtizens to demand public investment
in the
for public good in the finest tradition of
naturn i resource
America's conservationist ethic. The
the fact 1hatYellowstone
noise-makers of lhe far right must be
and Mount Washington are in the public
('l;Omain
make them unconstAtutionalor put in their proper place; a fractional
minority with no vision and only selfanti-American?
interest at heart. Their "red-herring"
To the contrary, these magnificent
issues--such as people being kicked off
examples of our foresight make the case
their land--must be countered forcefully.
so
for future public acquisition
Government leaders need the courage to
compelling today. In an economic time
when large landowners and co.-porations invest in our future, instead of
capitulating to the distorted rhetoric of
are looking to liquidate their lands, the
the divisive minority.
federal and state government must step
The Northern Forest lands are
up to the plate and be a player in a
changing before our eyes. Large tracts
buyer's market The Northern Forest
of beautiful forests which have been
Alliance, composed of more than 20
taken for granted as always being part of
environmental and conservation groups,
New England are on the brink of being
has listed a half million acres of forested
marred with "No Trespassing" signs and
mountain, river and lake area lands in
condominium complexes. In addition,
the Northern Forests region already on
economic pressures have forced certain
the real estate market This represents
companies in Northern New England to
only today's snapshot of the public land
pursue accelerated herbicide use and
opportunities for our investment in
clear-cutting of their forested lands.
America's
natural
heritage.
This can result in an unsustainable
like
Champion
Corporations
forestry base and subsequently force
International have announced that close
these lands to be sold for speculation.
to 100,000 of its 150,000 acres owned
Can society at this critical juncture truly
in the Adirondacks are not pmt of its
dance around the need for public lands to
appease the vocal far right? Is that
choice in the best interest of future
generations?
Can our biological
,..J,HHYH,,
to the Forum
resources
survive
the onslaught? Can
& urgently
public
acquisition
and easements be a
we are to
this
tool to ensure sustainable forestry?
publication alive.
It is time to stop medance and get
make checks
to work We need a conservation vision
w Earth Island Institute,
that provides the resources to purchase
earmarked for "Project #44, The
the mHlions of acres of threatened
Northern Forest Forum."
Northern Forest Lands as we enter the
Please send checks to:
21st century. A new National Program
The Northern Forest Forum
comparable to the historic Weeks Act,
which helped purchase the eastern
POB6
National Forests, must be established
Lancaster, NH 03584
and set in motion.
This major
Congressional commitment would be
Financial Supporters
the cornerstone of public acquisition
efforts; it must have the flexibility for
We wish to thank the following organiareas like the Adirondack Park to be
zations whose generous support has enplaced in state ownership through
abled us to produce this issue of the
conditions and matching funds. We
Forum.
cannot afford to sit idly by and watch
Adirondack Council
the massive conversion of our forests
Anonymous
take place, or the generations of
EarthIsland Press
tomorrow will surely never forgive our
National Audubon Society
shortsightedness.
REI
(David J. Miller is the Northeast
Sierra Club

C,

of~the Northern
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Regional Vice Presidentfor the National
Audubon Society.)
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Here is a sampling of some of the tracts of land for sale in the Northern
Forest Region that are most threatened by development.
In addition to these
"Jewels" there are millions of acres of lands for sale in the 26-million acre fourstate Northern Forest region that are equally in need of protection through public
acquisition. Most of these "Jewels" were part of the 1992 "New Years' Resolution"
signed by 16 environmental groups that called on Federal and State government
leaders to dedicate adequate land acquisition funds to protect these and other critical
landholdings that are currently--or soon will be--"For Sale." None of last year's
"Jewels" received protection in the past twelve months, and the Stratford Bog in
NH was recently purchased by a local developer who claims he wants to build a ski
resort adjacent to the Nash Stream State Forest Time is running out for the other
tracts also.

Adirondacks

& Tug Hill

lRiv@r Tnet (20,000 acres
of low elevation boreal bogs, spruce flats, swamps, mixed coniferous forests, and
hardwood hills in the northwestern Adirondacks).
*lFoUeuaslby JPond (A 14,000 acre tract that is one of the largest undeveloped,
privately owned waterbodies in the Adirondacks. The owner would like to sell to
the Park, but there are currently no funds available.)
*lLyoH lFub lPulp & Patpcr Lu.ills (15,000 acres of pristine forest on the
headwaters of the Salmon River in Tug Hill region, and 5,000 acres on the
headwaters of the Moose River in the Adirondacks.
Important migratory bird
habitat.)
*lintcrnation:al

Raqueue

JPgipor Compuy's

Contri6utions

The Wilderness Society

jewels

Endanf{e

Northern

Vermont

C11:npo1rnte lHkihiiilllgB in 1tllll1:1
No:rtih©:ast lKilllgdom (Champion
International owns nearly 200,000 acres in the Northeast Kingdom. In October a
spokesman for Champion indicated ,o some Vr;:rmont timber owners that the
company would need to seH much
these holdings.)

Northern

New Hampshire

*lhi.m~s lRiVfil\' lL&rra<th
(JR owns 180,000 acres in Coos County that contain
numerous lakes streams and wetlands. JR just sold one of its t.tll'ee NH mills and
would still like to unload the other two mills. Its NH lands are known to be
available, even if not actually for sale.
*'Su&dord lBog (7,000 acres adjacent to the Nash Stream. It was included in
the 1992 New Year's Resolution.
A recent court decision has awarded it to a
developer. Look for a new ski resort to be built on the backside of the 3,701
elev. Sugarloaf Mountain).

Maine
*Ka.tallullin bon. Worts

(an indispensable
ponds, mountain peaks, miles of undeveloped
70,000 acres in this area, 32,000 are for sale
Champion International owns some of the
interest in selling.

tract that boasts numerous remote
river and stream shoreline. Of the
by James River/Diamond Occidental.
remainder, and it has indicated an

Remember: this list is just the tip of the iceberg. There are millions of
acres for sale in the region, all of which deserve to be managed respectfully,
whether by public or private owners.
--Compiled by Jamie Sayen, based on work done by David Miller and other
members of the Northern Forest Alliance

The Northern Forest Forum
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Paper CompanyLands in Atlkondacks &.Tug Hill For Sale
by Michael G. DiNunzio

Are We Losing the
Working Forests of the
Adirondack Park?
Ominous Signs Point to an
Impending Crisis of Major
Prop.ortions.
Over the past centiµy, the pri:vately
owned "working" woodlands. of the
Adirondacks ha.veprovided a continuing
flow of forest products that underpin a
major: sector of the region's economy.
These woodlands also provide wildlife
habitat, clean air:and water, and diverse
recreational opportunities for:the general
public. In short, they largely define the
open space character of the. Par:k's
private lands and )la.v:e·s.ustained untold
numbers of resid~nt~ ·for. generations.
Fragmentation, develdpment. or change
in use of these lands would .be a
catastrophic blow to the economic and
environmental
stability
of the
Adirondack Par:k. Unfortunately, that
catastrophe may be looming on the
horizon.
't·
Speaking recently befor:e a group of
fore.st industry, environmental and
economic pro.fessioilals, the general
manager: of Champion Internationars
regional timberland. division said his
company is now assessing its owner~
ship of nearly 145,000 acres of
Adirondack lands. Since this company
is the third largest landowner .in the
Park, when Champion speaks, people
listen. And what Champion said sent
shockwaves through the community.
Champion considers about 95,000
of its Adirondack acres to be "nonlands. ·..Apparendy, the
z~~~i,~s;notlleeti
thesefo~sts.as a
.,~jutce,~:>fJW1materil,ll .for its nearby
mill. and the cost of owning this land
·has become burdensome. Champion's
manager stated he wouldn't object if the
lands were sold to bankroll the purchase
of forested property in the Southeast
near another mill.
If this announcement were an
anomaly, it wouldn't make much news.
But it falls closely on the heels of a
similar development.
Lyons Falls Pulp and Paper, recipient of the Adirondack Council's
Industrial Stewardship Award last year,
has placed. 20,000 acres of North
Country land on the market. Five
thousand of these acres lie within the
Adirondack Par:k,east of the Black River
Valley near the village of Old Forge.
The· remaining 15,0QOacres form the
core of the nearby Tug Hill forest,
which is an .integral part · of the
"woodshed" that provides timber for the
Lyons Falls mill and other segments of
the locl,llforest-based economy.
The financial plight of Lyons Falls
Pulp and Paper, which apparently
precipitated
theil' land sale, is
particularly troubling for a number of
reasons. Lyons Falls is the only mill
in the nation which. produces a paper
product that is entirely chlorine-free.
Chlorine is. known to produce carcinogenic by-products when used to bleach
paper pulp, and eliminating its use is a
goal of the national environmental
community. [Ed. Note: The Forum is
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lands were opened to the public through
an innovative swap. of development and
access rights for timber. :Einally, it is
important to remember that bundre<lsof
families depend upon the mill f9i their
livelihoods.
Lyons Falls Pulp a'nd
Paper has been a longtime good
neighbor in the Adirondack Park, like
many other industrial forest owners who
have locatedin and around its borders.
The Champion and Lyons Falls
land sales. are not. isolated incidents.
Ow:ners of more than. ~00.,000 acres
within the Adirondack Park have either
placed their lands on the market or have
indicated
an interest in selling
conservation easements. Some of them
have been waiting patiently for many
years to sell to the State.

Earlier this year, deorgia.115ased
speculator Henry Lassiter dumped all
100,000 of his Adirondack acres on the
mar:ket. The latest sizeable stretches of
undeveloped shoreline on both Lake
George and Lake Champlain are now
offered for sale. ·And the 50,000-acre
Whitney Estate, centerpiece of the
proposed
Bob Marshall
Great
Wilderness, is beginning to break up.
For the first time in over 30 years,
New York is utterly without funds to
buy land or easements anywhere.
Failure of the 1990 Environmental Bond
Act at the polls two years ago, and lack
of action by the State Senate last year to
pass environmental
trust fund
legislation has turned an opportunity
into a crisis. At a time when great

.s~ati~if

printed on. Chlorine-Free paper
manufactured by Lyons Falls Pulp &
Paper.]·
Lyons Falls has also led the way in
promoting exemplary stewardship of its
woodlands. It recently concluded a
. precedent-setting conservation deal with
the State and the Nature Conservancy,
whereby 17,000 acres of private Park
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Hopkins Mounjain in 'the Giant Mountain Wilderness.
Photo by Gary Randorf, Adirondack Council.

ttJby ttJt Cd:au
·t ~f fotb to 11iluy
.
~ottbttn fottst 'tattbs
Recently 10% of Maine was sold by Georgia-Pacific(headquartersin
Atlanta, GA.) to Bowater (headquartersin Darien ,CT)for about $80 per acre. In
NH a developerjust purchased5,920 acres surroundingthe StratfordBogfor
$119.50per acre. Using the high.figureof $120 per acre, we could buy the
entire Northern Forest Region that is not currentlyowned by the public--about
22 million acres-for a paltry $2.64 billion! No one proposes that the public
buy it all. But much the 10-15 million acres that are either currently/or sale, or
are expected to go on tlie market in the next couple of decades should be
purchased lJythe public and managed sustainablyfor the benefitof the natural
and human communitiesof the regiun. At $120per acre! the price of 10-15
million acres would cost between $1.2 billion and $1.8 billion.
That's less than $2 billiun to protect the evolWiunaryand ecological
integrity of an entire region. All we need to do is allocate $100 million a year
for the next 12-18 years. Show me a better bargain!
To put this into perspective here's how our society currently spends its
money.

stridesc-0\lhti,k.Jnaa,e.~-.,perm~nt
protection .of Park lands, the\ state is a
mere bystander at the auction block.
Sales of large blocks of Adirondack
forest land by industrial owners is a
phenomenon that runs counter to
traditional ·pattems and may signal a
new trend j,n the Park. Over the past 20
years. the percentage of the Par:k'slarge
private holdings (500 acres or more)
owned by the forest industry has nearly
doubled.
Seven of the 10 largest
landowners in the Park are forest
industry companies .. The industry now
controls about 54% of the 2 million
acres owned by large land owners.
Working forests can only remain in
production as long as they pay their
way, If taxes are too high or market
prices too low, the burden of ownership
could become too heavy to bear, as it
was for Lyons Falls. The 5,000 acres
they are selling within the Park is being
offered at about $1,000 per acre. That's
roughly four times the value of the land
for timber production and virtually
ensures that a buyer would purchase it
for its development potential.
Using similar logic, it is predictable that Champion will be tempted
to carve off ;'non-strategic" lakeshore
and roadfront lots from its industrial
core lands. If this happens, much of the
forest may continue to "work" for a
living, but the park would be the loser.
Undeveloped shorelines and scenic road
corridors are critical to maintaining the
character of the Park, and if lost they
will diminish it forever.
As we enter the second century of
the Adirondack Park, the Adirondack
€ouncil will redouble its efforts to secure fundingforland conservation. We .
will also concentrate on working with
legislators, community leaders, and with
forest land owners to develop new
strategies for stewardship in the Park.
Some of the tools we will use to
implement these strategies involve
forest tax law changes at both state and
federal levels. And regulatory changes
are needed, too. But our immediate
concern is to stop the loss of working
forests and the precious natural resources
they contain. For without them, we
cannot sustain either the natural or
human communities of this great park.

Michael G. DiNunzio is the
Director of Research and Educationfor
the Adirondack Council, Box D-2,
Elizabethtown, NY 12922. Tel. (518)
873-2240.

*American tobacco companies spent $2.5 billion on
cigarette advertising in 1991

*Pre-Iraqi conflict, the nations of the world were
spending $2.5 billion daily in peacetime armaments
*Americans spent $2.5 billion in the first six months
of 1991 on pet food
*You could not buy four Stealth bombers for $2.5
billion
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At a forum sponsored by the Land
Conversion
Subcommittee
of the
,Northern Forest Lands Council on
21, 1992, a panel of experts
on
forest products industry explained
why the large paper companies and large
institutional investors, such as the fohn
Hancock Pension Fund, are not buying
land in the northern forest region.
Bill Wommack, formerly of Meade
Corporation stated that between 19771987 there was only a 0.2% increase in
forest industry land holdings. He does
not
expect
inch.1stry to increase
ownership in the coming decades.
Evadna Lynn, First Vice President of
Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc, and a leading
Wall Street analyst of the forest products
mdustty, stated that corporate landowners
are selling land either because they have
a cash p.roblem., or because they
ua,,ul',,u.c,.,
ll.n opportunity to liquidate an
asset whose value has, until recently,
been illiquid (in otheI words, they are
taking advantage of a recent rise in the
value of timber land). But, she added,
"the Northern Forest is being bypassed
this resurgence in sawtimber vaiues,
As a rnle of thumb, the northenl:
,;;oirunercial forests. have J, value around
$Hm an acre, compared with $400 an
acre in tJi.e South and $1,000 im acre in
1J1eWest These differences are based on

A Chance to Buy 1v1illionsof Acres of the Northern Forests
vested
in the Pacific
Northwest.
Hancock
only owns about $15-20
million in me Northern Forest region.
When asked why institutional investors
were not buying more of the 3-5 million
acres currently for sale in this region,
Smith replied that the "economics"
weren't favorable.
When pressed, he
admitted that given the condition of the
land (massive clearcuts, mostly pulpwood
and chipwood), the asking price for
timberland in the Northeast was too
high.
Tr1u1idaUon:
abusive,

amsustalnabie
forest practices
do
l'lffect
land
conversion
strategies,
am:l they liu11ve scared
away the most ,,mthusiastlc
new
big-time
private
investor,
the
investors.
institutional
So, what is the future for the
Northern Forest region?
Ms. Lynn
suggested that "the outlook for pulp and
paper profits has become clouded." The
reasons are: overcapacity of mills (the
industry expanded capacity by 14% in
the late 1980s), a sluggish economy,

greater reliance on recycling, and I.he
un,;ompeti,ive condition of the mills of
the northeastern states.
She said that
"the region has 17% of the paper
machines in the U.S., but only 7% of national paper and pape,board capacity."
Northern Forest mills are old and uncompetitive with the modem mills of the
south, and the region's forests are degraded.
But, there's a bright spot according
to Ms. Lynn. Prospects for growth in
waferboard sales are promising for the
region. In other words, the future of i.he
industrial sector of the Northern Forests
is in junk wood and degraded forest
products.

.Continuedon Page 9
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Richard Smith of
forum that large instirutionll! inw,stors
~uch ,as Hancock had 1ecently
buying huge tracts of timberland,
In
1985 Hancock held only $70 miUJ.on in
til'nberlimd; today it has holdings valued
at $1.2 billion.
Overall, institutional
investors currently own $2 billion in
timberland, and Smith projected that this
figure would rise Io $6 billion in the
next couple of decades.
Most of the $2 billion is invested
in the South, <especially in the Piedmont.
Range. There is about $750 million in-

Vermont
Town Buys
1639 Acres
by Lowell Krassner
The small Northeast Kingdom town
of Granby, Vermont has initiated the
nation's first Forest Legacy project. On
September
29, the town
voted
unanimously (36 of its 49 registered
voters) to pur~hMe Cow Mountain Pond
and tlrrlbet rights on sm:rm.mding land
.from Champion International. The land,
a totai of 1639 acres, will remain
undeveloped, save for pm:sible camp.site
An
trail network will
also be mainu.ined.
C::;w M,::n.intain Pond has been a
recrnadon
si,e in the
fonred 1hat it

traditional

range of
Legacy

the Vermont
Trust
80,000), a
the town of Granby will repay, and
$5,000 from . the Connecticut
River
Partnership
Program.
The N atu:re
have
interim
Conservancy
will
ownership while final arrangements are
completed.
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Industrial Clearcuts in Township D in Western Maine visible from the Appalachian Trail.
Photo· Courtesy of Alex MacLean--Landslides.
The Forest Service, , state officials,
the Northeastern Vermont Development
Association, and other public and private ,
agencies were involved in the process. 1
Community
support
from the 80 i
residents of Granby has been the most '
vital element.
Money has been raised
with bake sales, raffles, and pot luck
dinners, and now the town has assumed a
debt load of $55,000 to complete the
purchase.
This debt represents
a
considerable commitment on the part of
Granby citizens, who will have to raise
their taxes to repay it.
The Forest Legacy concept was conceived to enable purchase of development
rights from private owners, allowing
them to continue logging and other
forest-based economic activity on the
land, while maintaining
open-space
characterislics.
The Granby project is
struci:ured diffenmtly, for Granby will
own
36 ~ems, including Cow
Mountain
Pond and its · immediate
vicinity. The remaining 1600 acres wm·
belong to ilie U.S. Forest Setvice, bm
to ilie tovn, of
timber rights will
A management plan,
timber harvesting, will be drafted
Granby residents h1
U.S.F.S. This plan will assure continuation of bolh economic activity and the
recreation and scenic amenities that have
traditionally benefiued Granby'!, citizens.

Lowell Krassner has been monitoring Northern Forest issues for the
Vermont Chapter of the Sierra Club for
many years.
He also serves on the
Forum's Editorial Board.

LegacyProgram
Protects Working
Forest, But Not
Biodiversity
by Lowell Krassner
The announcement
from Granby,
Vermont that a favorite recreation site
and 1600 acres of surrounding forest land
will be protected from development under
the Forest Legacy
fa, in many
respects, encouraging.
It demonstrates
that
Federal,
state
and
local
governments,
elements
of the
ate sector ca;T,
&upport, aft
to
llils of
f11e
threats that I.he NFLS dealt
with. The
and its ,~nvirnns will not
fall prey to any
a necessary but not sufficient condition for
restoration of a healthy forest. Under a
sound forest management plan, the area
can
habitat for edge-dwellers and
will
presentable. Humans win continue to enjoy outdoor recreation and
scenery.
But
a truly
healthy,
diverse,
self-sustaining
biologically
ecosystem is far from assured.
.
Environment?-lists, from the beginning, recognized that the Northern Forest
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Lands
Study
and its companion
Governors' Task Force were reluctant to
deal with the fundamental problem in the
Northern Forest: how to restore and
sustain the natural biodiversity that is
essential
to continued
ecosystem
function.
Mounting biologic evidence
tells us that full diversity does not
recover on lands managed for timber
production.
It is not just the obvious
mammals--marten, lynx, or panther--that
are lost; an array of understory plants
and invertebrates
also disappears.
Mounting evidence indicts forestry practices i.n Northern Forest breeding grounds
as a major cause of the disappearance of
formerly common songbirds.
Economically valuable tree reproduc,tion will reappear as expected, but the
complex web that gives the forest
its resilient stability is being
Each succeeding generation of
the forest loses additional si:rands of the
for it, now
web, and we are the
and
,he
future.
Forest Legacy has stopped the immediate threat; but it wmnot restme the
crippled Northern Forest Ecosystem. The
sixteen hundred acres that will be cut
within 100 years provide neither the
space nor the time necessary
for
recovery,
'Ne need
extensive,
undisturbed forests as the biological
reservoir
from
which
genuine
biodiversity can flow. Legacy is a first
step for one part of the forest, but we
must also provide the space and time that
are essential for recovery and evolution.
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Public

$

ectatio

by David Carle

The State of New Hampshire recently purchased approximately 450
acres aiong the shoreline of Lake
James
River
Umbagog
from
Corporation (JR), whosecorporate headquarters are in Richmond, Virginia, The
State also purchased conservation easements on approximately 2250 acres
from JR behind the lakeshore land to
protect the land from development and
to maintain a productive forest
The $2 million purchase was done
through the Land Conservation
Investment Program (LCIP), a quasigovernmental New Hampshire agency
whose goals include the protection of
scenic areas, recreation, productive
forests, and fields, Lake Umbagog protection efforts appear to be focused on
preventing development, loss of recreational opportunities and degradation of
important wildlife habitat.
f

Do the public benefits from this
project justify its $2 million cost to
taxpayers?
When most people think of land

protection,

think of protecting a

whole array of public
including
forestry, the preservation of scenery,,
recreational opportunities and wildlife
habit.at Measured by these
the
Lake Umbagog land
does not
meet the public's expectations.
Protection
from Development
The major goal of the land nuircnase

was protection from
the conservation easement that covers
the majority of theland is wrought with
exceptions. fames River is prevented
from building ''.dwelling, tennis court,
swimming pool, dock, pe1m.anent aircraft landing strip, tower, (or) mobile
home," but "roads, dams, fences,
bridges; culverts, barns, maple sugar
houses, trailers, and sheds" are allowed.

en Have
een A,fet?

Apparently, it will be permissible to
build a temporary aircraft landing strip!
If "disagreements arise as a result of
placement of such structures or imbe resolved
provements, the dispute
in favor of continued forest management" In other words, any disagreement will be resolved in favor of James
River or a subsequent owner, the party
"managing" the forest.
Many towns in New Hampshire
have been able to limit or eliminate development by implementing zoning
regulations over much larger areas for
much less money. The easement not
only Jails to eliminate development, but
allows development activities that most
people would consider inappropriate in a
"protectf"A"area

wm

Protecting
~ P:roductive
Forest
This agreement does not guarantee
that the public will be gaining a productive, sustainable forest. The easement
will allow the deed holder to "cut and
remove forest products, including but
not limited to trees, logs, poles, pulp- ,
wood,
chips, stumps, biomass ·
(the removal of the whole tree, not just
the
and to dearcut" This is
only a partial list of
activities
allowed icn the
If James
the
land owner, dearcuts

the area, as Boise~Cascade has done to
hundreds of acres on the western shore
of Lake
(including some isfields of stumps,
stagnarit puddles, huge
ruts from
machinery, and blowing
soil be considered productive? Other
New Hampshire timber companies have
found that dearcutting is not a sustainable business practice. Instead of promoting regulations that prevent the destructive, nonsustainable practices listed
in the easement such as whole tree log-

Continuedon Page 7

lJn1bagog: Good Deal
for New Hampshire
by Sarah Thorne
Director
Trust for New Hampshire Lands

In July of 1992, after four years of
negotiations,
the State of New
Hampshire purchased 7 .3 miles of
shoreline on Lake, Umbagog from the
James River Timber Corporation and
Irving Pulp and Paper, Ltd. In addition,
the State acquired a conservation easement on 2258 more acres of upland forest set back from the Lake. The purchase price for the package was $2 million.
In the accompanying article, David
Carle has strongly criticized the easement component of this deal. As lead
negotiator on behalf of the state's Land
Conservation Investment Program, I offer this rejoinder.
In focusing solely on the conservation easement, Mr. Carle has ignored the
focal point of this deal--the full fee
simple acquisition of 7.3 miles of
shoreline, 446 acres, by the St.ate. The
Conservation easement was supplemen-·
to this main goal of fully protecting
the shoreline of the lake. Mr. Carle has
mistakenly assumed that the $2 million
was invested in the easement alone,
when actually, the $2 million is the
value of the shoreline purchase. The
easement itself has not been appraised
and was regarded by the landowner as a
donation.
Mr. Carle criticizes the State for not
purchasing the easement land outright.
James River, however, had insisted from
the outset that they retain ownership of
the productive forestland. The fact that
this easement land was not for sale
seems irrelevant to Mr. Carle. Our acquisition program does not have, nor
does it wish to have the power of condemnation.
Mr. Carie's implication that zoning

would have been a more cost-effective
means of protecting the land is surprising. First, zoning, unlike an easement, is
not permanent Second, no zoning ordinanc~ in New Hampshire even comes
close to disallowing development in a
2258 acre area (50 acres is the largest
minimum lot size of which I know).
Finally, the Town of Errol has no zoning and its subdivision regulations do
not have a minimum lot size. Clearly,
local land use regulations impose few
development
restrictions
on Lake
Umbagog.
On the subject of easement terms,
Mr. Carle criticizes the state for not
prohibiting forestry related buildings
and roads, for not exercising strong forest management oversight and for not
requiring that camping be allowed on
the easement land. In addressing these
concerns, it is important to keep three
things in mind. 1) The shoreline ownership purchased by the state provides
ample and the most desirable opportunities for camping, 2) The shoreline purchase protects the lake and the most
sensitive habit.at and recreation areas. 3\
Tighter control over forest management
was something that the landowner refused to relinquish after extended negotiations with the st.ate.
The State determined that. to supplement and buffer its shoreline purchase, the conservation easement was
very much in the public interest The,

easement
*prevents residential, commercial
and industrial development;
*prevents commercial mining
*guarantees public access for hiking, fishing, hunting;
*provides a permanent snowmobile
trail corridor.
Clearly, Mr. Carle would prefer that
the entire area be acquired as a wilderness area. Had the state taken this negotiating stance, no agreement of any
type would have been secured. We
would be $2 million richer, but we
would still be looking wistfully at an
unprotected Lake Umbagog.

Sarah Thorne can be contacted at:
Trust for New Hampshire Lands, 54
Portsmouth St., Concord,NH 03301.

Mr. Carle' s Response

Eastern Shore of Lake Umbagog. Will the Conservation Easement be able to protect the
Western Shore of Umbagog from this sort of abusive industrial forestry? This clearcut was
done by Boise Cascade. Photo Courtesy of Alex S. MacLean--Landslides.
The Northern Forest Forum

The major point of my article is:
The public's expectations for land pro,
tection have not been met by the Lake
Umbagog conservation easement. Ms.
Thome's Counterpointdoes not address
that point. She indicates that the Lake
Umbagog easement is in the public interest because it will "supplemem and
buffer its shoreline purchase." Since the
shorefront tracts on Lake Umbagog as
well as the easement lands adjoin a proposed National Wildlife Refuge, the
public should reasonably expect these
lands to be managed in a compatible
manner, though not necessarily as
Wilderness. Instead, the easement allows clearcutting, the spraying of deadly
chemicals, road building, and other nonsustainable industrial practices-activities that do not promote a sustainable
economy in New Hampshire and are
strongly opposed by many people.

Winter Solstice
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Easements: Advantages & Disadvantages
Costs
--Easements may cost less than titles to the land ,
--Maintenance costs can remain with the owner

Protection
--Easements can be tailored to meet varying needs and conditions
--The title of the land is left in the hands of the private owner
--Easements may protect against overdevelopment

Taxes
--The land remains on the local property tax rolls
--Easements may reduce taxes for the title holder

Secondary

issues

--The value
remaining and neighboring lands may be enhanced
by the protection the easement affords

Costs
--Tne value of the rights purchased may be difficult to assess
--Easement costs can equal or exceed full tide cost
--Easement lands require ongoing monitoring programs which
can be expensive
--Maintenance costs remain with the owner of easement

Just a couple of miles north of Lake Umbagog,, Boise Cascade
approximately 600 acres near Sturtevant Pond, just
of the New HarnpslHre-fvfaine border.
There are Protection
--Easement restrictions may be misunderstood or abused by
numerous smaller clearcuts.near this cut. This is the context
landowners
in which we must measure the effectiveness of protection
--Subsequent owners who faii to make title. searches may not
efforts for the Lake Umbagog ecosystem. Photo Courtesy of
know of easement restrictions when they purchase the
Alex S. MacLean--Landslides.
.
property

Umbagog

Prnt~cting

Continuedfrom Page 6
ging, and the spraying of deadly chemicals, the State of New Hampshire is
condoning these practices as part of its

"conservation"strategy.
P:rotecting Wildlife
The easement only recognizes three
species of wildlife: bald eagle, osprey,
and loon. AU other flora and fauna that
inhabit the easement land are ignored.
The eagle, osprey, and loon became
threatened or endangered due to the 1JSe
of dead.Ivchemicals such as DDT (which
,vas legal under applicable statutes and
regulations at I.hat time). Yet, the State
of New Hampshire is allowing James
River to build roads within 100 feet of
nesting sites, and to spray the easement
land with "herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, rodenticides, insecticides and fertilizers" in the name of forest manage. ment. There is no way to prevent the
spray drifting onto the publicly owned
shoreline land, the proposed National
Wildlife Refuge area, or Lake Umbagog
itself. It would appear that even eagles,
osprey, and loons may not have true
protection.
Not only is there a lack of wildlife
habitat protection on the easement land,
but the activities allowed on this land
may endanger wildlife on adjacent land.
The public's expectations for wildlife
protection have not been met.

Protecting

Recreation

The State was concerned that if this
land was included in the proposed Lake
Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge,
recreational opportunities for the public
would be strictly limited. Yet, the easement provides only minimal recreation
opportunity to the public which is only
allowed to walk or drive across the easement land; no overnight camping is allowed. The public will have full use of
the publicly owned shorelands but what
kind of recreational experience will be
there for campers who have to listen to
the sound of chainsaws, fellerbunchers,
skidders, cutting and hauling of trees, or
helicopters spraying the adjacent land
with deadly chemicals? Full public purchase is the only proven way to protect
the full range of recreational opportunities.

Winter
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the Public Interest

The protection of Lake Umbagog
easement lands is based on a high level
of trust in the deed holder which, at the
time,
is James
River
present
Corporation. At the moment, James
River does not have a chemical spraying
program on its lands, but, this could
change. There is no guarantee that
James River will remain in the area.
Irving Pulp and Paper, a Canadian company notorious for its large scale
clearcutting, owns an :interest in the land
in question. Will Irving buy out JR?
JR recently tried to sell its mills in
Northern New Hampshire, leaving them
on the market for 18 months. The
company only withdrew its holdings
from the market when the State of New
Hampshire agreed to low interest bonds
to induce the Berlin and Gorham mms
to comply with present environmental
:regulations.
These two James River
mills have so severely polluted the
Androscoggin
River that the New
Hampshire
Department
of
Environmental Services has issued public health warnings about the dioxins
found in the fish in recent years. In
1990, James River proposed spreading
mill waste that contained hundreds of
organochlorine toxins, including dioxin
(2,3,7,8 TCDD), on clearcuts as a type
of "fertilizer."
The public cannot put its trust into
the forest products industry. Industry
officials continually state their concern
about the protection of biodiversity and
their willingness to protect these values.
Yet, after over two years of negotiations, the Lake Umbagog agreement
shows this is only talk.

Conclusion
The Lake Umbagog conservation
easement does not meet the public's ex~
pectations. Most people would define
protection as no development, sustainable forest practices,recreationalaccess,
and preservation of wildlife habitat.
This easement insures none of these
values, despite its $2 million price tag.
The State of New Hampshire
should set land protection goals that
meet or exceed the public'sexpectations.
If conservation easements cannot reach
these goals, as in the Lake Umbagog
example, then full public acquisition

--Easement provisions may prove difficult to enforce 1f not
properly prepared
--Land may be stripped of resources
--Easements are susceptible to political deals and favors
--Easements
cannot protect wilderness areas, ecological
nrocesses,
or many
shy, sensitive, rare, threatened or
't'
•
endangered species and ecosystems
--Easements are unproven vehicles of protection for large tracts
of land over long periods of time
--The title of the land is left in the hands of the private owner

Taxes
--Con1munities may receive less tax income

.Secondary

issues

--Land often cannot be used by the public
--Easements rarely allow forms of revenue generation
Pu6!ic fand aifvocatesstate tfiat au.trig/itpuMic fa111{acquisitionproviaes tfie most tfwr·
0119/i.
pu6{iccontra{of use of fanrf. fr also sorts out rofesand responswi£itiuin a simpu demental way.
'!Tuy acftnowCdgetfiat easementsmay 6e a useful too[for protecting tfi.t 'wor/;Jngfor·
est' from ifevelopment. :However,easementsare an expensive,ineffective metfi.oifto protect
ecologicalana wofu.tiona,y processes. :fu.££-fee
acquisitwn is tfie on{y me.tfi.otfthat re{ia6{y
protects lia6itatfor threatenedani{ e.ruiangerea
specilSand ec.osystems.
'Ea.sementsare a 6ureaucraticand an economictoo{;fu.{{ fee acquisitionis 6otfi an
ecoCogical
anti an economictool

--David Carle & Jamie Sayen

must be used. The goals must reflect
both present needs and future requirements of natural and human communities, and should not be compromised to
suit the short term needs of a transnational forest products corporation.

Sources:
Using Conservation
Easements in the Northern
Forest
Lands:
Building
Partnerships
for
Land
Protection.
Trust for Public

Forbes, Peter.

Lands. 8/1/89.

Kohm, Kathryn. Fee Acquisition
of Public lands
in New
England. Unpublished draft.
The Federal Drive to Acquire
Private
Lands Should Be
Reassessed. GAO, 12/14/92
Alternatives
for
Land
Protection.
National
Park
Service, Jwie, 1982

David Carle is Associate Executive
Director of RESTORE: The North
Woods, PO Box 440, Concord, MA
01742; Tel. (508) 287-0320.
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It is difficult to know
how
much land is for sale in the Northern
Forest Lands Region, but informed estimates
professionals working in land
protection and acquisition agree that in
the neighborhood of 3-5 million acres ,
have a "For Sale" sign. Most of the land
for sale today is owned by out-of-region
paper companies.
*Mms ime::I Lands For Sah,
In August 1990 the James River
Corp. announced that it wished to sell its
three paper mills in Coos County in
Northern New Hampshire.
After 18
months, these mills were removed from
the market because no buyer had
materialized.
JR owns about 180,000
acres in Coos County and another
526,000 acres in Maine. Although these
lands may not actually have a "For Sale"
sign, you can be confident that JR would
be happy to selL
There are probably
another '3
miEion or so acres that, while not
formally for sale, would willingly, be
sold if an offer were made.
*Non-Strategic
Industry
Lands
Several of the paper companies own
such huge amounts of land that some of
this Jsnd is located far from their mill,.
This land is viewed by the paper companies as "Non-Strategic" because of the
distance from the miH and the costs
associated with harvesting.
The paper
companies would very much like to sell
this land.
An example of "Non-Strategic" lands
is the case of Champion International
which has paper mills in eastern Maine
(Bucksport)
and western New York
(Deferiet).
In October Champion announced that it would like to sell
approximately 95,000 of its 145,000
acres in tht.: Adirondack Park because
those lands are predominantly hardwood,
and their mill in Deferiet wants softwood
fiber.
Champion also owns about 330,000
acres in the Northeast Kingdom of
Vermont
and Coos County,
New
Hrunpshir~. These holdings are far from
Champion's mills, and, therefore, are·

It has long been a'
that Champion would
these lands, and, in
fact,
October, a repres.entative of
Champion told some Vermont timber
owners that it would be interested in
selling some of its I•fortheast Kingdom
(VT) holdings.
In the meantime,. Champion has intensified im cuts on these non-strategic ·
in northern New England. ·
from the air, there are some huge ·
(and grnwing) clearcuts on Champion
lands. Champion is the same company
that clearcut almost 800,000 acres in
western Montana and northern Idaho in
the 1980s before placing those lands on
the market.
By its own admission, Champion
exports 85% of its softwood sawlogs cut
in the New Hampshire and Vermont
operations to mills in Canada. Threequarters of L'lese logs return to the US as
milled lumber. In addition, roughly half
of Champion's workforce in these two
states is composed of Canadian citizens.
Paper, Bowater and
International
other large landowners also have significant holdings of "Non-Strategic" lands.
Some employees of these large paper
companies would like to sell these lands.
Environmentalists
would love to buy
them before they are stripped of trees.
*10%
of Mlhine
Was
Soid
in
1991 For About $80/Acre<
In October 1991 Georgia-Pacific
sold the fonne; Great Northern Nekoosa
lands, mills, and hydroelectric rights to
Bowater for about $320 million.
In
addition to 2.1 million acres, Bowater
two paper
mills
in the
bought
Millinocket area, the Pinkham Lumber
Mill, and rights to the hydroelectricity
produced by the dams on the West
Branch of the Penobscot River.
The
value of the hydroelectricity, alone has
been estimated to be worth more than
Bowater paid for the entire transaction.
Estimates of the price per acre
Bowater paid range from $0 to $155 per
acre. If the mills and hydro were thrown
in for free, the price per acre would have
been $155. Therefore, a reasonable estimate of the price is $80 per acre.

*Granby,
VT
Acquisition

Votes

for

Public ·

On Septembe.r 29, 1992 the town of
Granby, Vermont voted unanimously to
raise $55,000 to buy fee title to 1,650
acres of land surrounding Cow Mountain
Pond from Champion. The remainder of
the $500,000 purchase price came from
three public funding sources: $271,000
from the federal Forest Legacy Program
(the first acquisition under this program);
$180,000 from the Vermont Housing and
Conservation Board, and the Connecticut
River Partnership Program. Granby was
the last tovvn in Vermont to receive electricity. It has no paved roads, and is a
small community that relies almost exclusively on the forest products industry
for jobs.
It is exactly the sort of
stereotypical town that the opponents to
land acquisition point to when they
claim there is no support for public land
acquisition
in the Northern
Forest
region. But, the good folks of Granby
are real people and they know a bargain
when they see one.
*The
Public
Supports
Land
the
Northern
Acquisitkrn
In

and often dominated public meetings
with disruptive,
sqmetimes
violent
threats.

*Private

·
'
;
'
:

·

Property

Rights

Property owners do have property
rights that must be respected. They have
the right. to raise a family in a healthy
manner, to live in a healthy community
and to fair and equitable taxation. They
do not have the right to do whatever
they choose to their lands. Rather, they
have a responsibility
to respect the
needs of current and future generations of
an species and communities that dwell
on the land.
Complaints
by
real
estate
speculators that they have a right to
continue to sell land raise certain
questions: Did these speculators actually
manufacture the land they sell? Is there
an infinite supply of land available to
sell and pave over?
The sincerity of private property
rights zealots is suspect because they
only seem to oppose transactions that
help protect the environment and public
values. They never opposed the use of
eminent
domain
to construct
the
ecologicaHy
destructive
interstate
highway system or dams and bridges.

Forests

*Public

Survey after survey indicates that the
overwhelmingly
supports
public
spending public money to protect land
and public values such as water quality,
clean
air,
ecological
integrity,
recreation, and public access.
The 1990 Northern Forest La_nds
Study noted on page 49 that "A recent
telephone survey of residents in the
study area counties of New Hampshire
and Vermont found that north country
residents favor public purchase to acquire
land for wildlife habitat protection,
recreation opportunities, timber supply
and wilderness protection."
Numerous
other studies in Maine and around the
region support this finding.
Unfortunately, vocal opposition to
public purchase has been orchestrated by
certain elements of the real estate lobby,
some timber land owners, right-wing
property rights groups including the
John Birch Society, and other special
interest groups.
This campaign has
spread fear, falsehoods and confusion,

The public has the right to a healthy
environment,
ecologically
sustainable .
economies, healthy communities and access to land for responsible recreation.
Private ownership
of the Northern
Forests
by
a small
number
of
corporations has not protected those
public rights. In the Adirondacks, it was
only after the creation of the Adirondack
Park that these public values gained
protection.
And, even though 42% of
the Adirondack Park is "Forever Wild,"
these lands do not adequately protect the
ecological integrity of the entire region.
If 42% of the Adirondac:!r..sis not enough
to provide habitat for all species native
to the region, surely the paltry amount
of public lands in Northern New England
is insufficient to provide refuge for the
survivors of the overcut industrial forest
lands of the region.
Maine, with 15
million acres in the Northern Forest
Region has only about 5% of its land in
public ownership.

Property

*New Year's

Rights

Resolution

On December 31, 1991 15 conservation and' environmental groups :released
white paper calling for the acquisition of
nine "Endangered Jewels of the Northern
Forest: A Willing-Seller
Program."
These tracts totalled about 400,000
acres. For further information on the
"New Year's Resolution" contact David
Miller,
Regional
Vice
President,
National Audubon Society, Northeast
Regional Office, 1789 Western Ave.,
Albany, NY 12203. Tel (518) 869-9731.
Dave is currently at work on next year's
greatly
expanded
"New
Year's
Resolution."

*We Can Afford to Buy the Land
Given the experiences
of public
ownership in the Adirondacks versus
corporate ownership of the industrial
forests of the states of Northern New
England, we cannot afford :rul! to buy the
hmd for sale. The cost of acquiring land-our life support system--is orily a small
fraction of what the Federal government
routinely spends on war and ecological
destruction.
For less than one half of
one per cent d the projected costs of the
Savings and Loan bailout, we could buy
aH the land currently for sale in the
Northern Forest region and still have
plenty of money left over to buy land
that comes on the market in ten years,
and still have money left over to
redesign a regional economy that is focally conttolled, equitable and ecologically
The money is available, what has
been lacking is the political will to tak;;
steps that will protect future generations
of all species dependent on healthy
northern forests.

Raquette River, Adirondack Park. Photo by Robin Brown.
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As Wm Rogers
Land;
They
Don't
Anymore."

said:
Make

"Buy
H
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l. Baxter State Park
2. Baxter North
3. Reed Mt.
4. Wildlands Lakes
5. St. John Ponds
6. St. John River South
7. St. John River North
8. Moose River
9. Redington Pond
10. West Branch Dead Diamond
River-Crystal Mountain

II. Blue Mt.

12. Meachum Swamp
13. Kilkenny
14. Mahoosuc Range
15. Wild River-Kearsarge
16. Pemigewasset
17. Sandwich Range
18. Glastenbury Mt.

Roadless Areas Over 50,000 Acres
in Northern New England
(from The

Big Outside, p. 395)

Council Supports Land Acquisition????
P{.uisenote die qiustion marl(~in tlie li.ea.f{ine.~fter tfi.e'J{grtheni'ForestLands Council
meeting OTLOcto6er21., 1992 in 'East 'Bur~, '!IT, it is d~ffi.cu{tto /(_nowwfitre the Council
stands on tiii.scritical i.mu. 'Ihe 'AfissionStatrtmen( cufoptei 6y tlie Counctlat that meeting
states: ''W/i.enacquisition is appropr.att... consiaerationsfwu!d 6egi-w.n to tli.e6enefits of
conservation easements over Ju.purr..fi.ases."
'Wlie1tI wmpfa:inufa6out tlie obvious 6ias againstfufi fee acquisition,tlie Councilactea
surprise,£. l requestuf tfiat tlie offeniing sentence 6e Jd.etuf 6e.cau.seit is tlie roft of tlie
Councit to sit as an Ii.one.st
forum to fair{y assess tlie strengtlis Q:ni{ weak]tessesof easements
a.ntfof Ju{[fee acquisition,and not to prejuage.sucfi.an assessment.
Lowe{[ 'J(rassnerof tli.eSierra C{u6suggested tfiat tlie won{ 'over' 6e cfianguf to 'and.'
'To our surprise,'Tu£Jolin.stonof tli.eMaine :Fort.StProa,µts Councilrepfid tfiat altliougli it
fiaa not occurredto !um tfiat tlie wording was 6iasea,lie sympatli.izetfwitli our concernsan{ lit
would fiave no o6jection to making the cliangeLowe[{ suggested! In tlie past, 'Tealias 6een
seen as tlit greatest o6stade to Canaacquisition anti an fionest·assessmentef tli.eeco!ogica£
consequencesof currentfort.St managementpractices. So, w/i.enhe supportea tlie cfiange,we
figure{ tlie Councilwoufa liappilycomp{y.
'Boy were we wrong! 'Two ef tlit Councus environmentalrepresentatives,Paul 'Bo-finger
'Wooawortfi {Jil.aironaacfc.
{Societyfor tlit Protection of :/1{/,w9lampsliire's:forests} aru{:/1{/,i{
Afountain C{u6}oppose{ tli.ecfiange6ecausetlity fdt it wouuf representyet anot/i.erreopening
eftlit Mission Statement, an oraeal tlity wislita to avoia at al£costs.
'We aisagrw{, 6ecause 15 environmental groups tfiat 6dong to tlit 9'.{prtlitm:forest
Jil.{[jance
fiaa requestea tlie cliangeauring tlit commentperioa, 6ut we were overru.ka,aru£tlit
6iaseaworaing remainea. 9lowever, we aia secureassurancesfrom tlit Council tfiat it wouU
not act witli a 6ias again.stf uf£fee acquisition.
So, as it stanas now, tli.eCouncus 'Mission Statement' retains its 6ia.suf {anguage
againstfu{[ fee acquisition,6ut tli.eCouncil is on recorain a pu6{ic meeting as stating tfiat it
wi££not act in a 6iasetfmanneragainstfuf£ fee. Jil.in't 6ureaucracysweet?
In practice,what tliis means to a£vocatesof acquisi;ionis tfiat we mu.staemana tfiat al£
future aocuments anti projects ef tli.eCouncile;,r;p{icit{y
state tfiat fu{[ fee anti easementswi[[
receivefair and equal treatment. (jiven tlit 6iasea rea£ing ef tli.eMission Statement, we
state.s
cannot trust tli.eCouncil to treat acquisitionin an un6iaseamanner unf.essit e.;,r;p{icit{y
tliis as a po{icy. If the Council Caterreverts to its 6iasuf attituae anti cites its Mission
Statement as justification, we must 6e preparuf to remina it of its p{eage in tlie Octo6er
meeting.
'Footnote:'During tlit Octo6erCouncit meeting, its 'E~cutive 'DirectorCfiadie uvt.Sque
statetf tfiat tlit Counci{ fiaa received 20 utters commenting on tli.e 'Mission Statement.'
.f.if.nrirea
Co{nesef tli.eJJl.ppa£acliian
Mountain C{u6pointea out tfiat one of tfiose.Utters was a
proposed''R.f.visufMissionStatement' (printer£on page 25 of tli.eilutu.mn 'Equilw:(,issueef'Ilie
9,{prt/i.em:forest :forum}su6mitted 6y 15groups tfiat 6dong to tli.e9'.{prt/i.em
:forest Jil.{{iance.
'lliosegroups representseveral mi{[ionenvironmentalists! Yet, to tli.eCouncil,it wa.sjust one
fetter. 'Ifie messageis tfiat if you wisn
to siffn on to ajoint utter your group sliouuf also send
inaiviaual utters an.aget indiviaual mem6ersto sena utters. Otlitrwise, we now (c_now,
'Unity
wi[[ 6e.portrayea a.sweali:.!;ess
!

--J.S.

The Big Outside: An Inventory of Wilderness Destruction
THE BIG OUTSIDE: A Descriptive
of the Big Wilderness
Areas of the United States, revised
edition; by Dave Foreman and Howie
Wolke; 1992; 490p.; $16; Harmony
Books (201 E 50th St, New York, NY
10022)
In 1936, the legendary hiker and
wilderness advocate Bob Marshall inventoried large roadless areas of the US
(excluding Alaska, where airplanes displa.ce cars and roads as primary purveyors
,)f destruction).
The largest and the
largest forested roadless areas
were in Maine--Arrostock (Sic: The state
Maine
it ,4roostook)-Alagash at
million acres and Upper St. John at
l..3 million; and five other roadless areas
in the East exceeded 300,000 acres.
Beginning about half a century later,
Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke became
the first to thoroughly update and expand
upon Marshall's inventory. The findings
are abysmal, especially for the Northern
Forest region. St. John had been reduced
to 3 fragments of 180,000, 90,000, and
70,000 a.cres; Arrostock-Alagash
had
been so fragmented by logging roads
tha.t i1. didn't even meet the ForemanWolke minimum of 50,000 roadless acres
for the East (l 00,000 acres for the
and the whole Northeast could
claim
2 roadless areas over 300,000
acres in size:
High Peaks and West
Canada Lake, both m New York's
Adirondack Park To pm this into perlarge carnivores such as Gray
Cougar, Lynx, Wolverine,
and
Black Bear--of which only the bear survives
in viable
numbers
in the
Northeast--are acutely sensitive to roads
and wha, roads bring (motors, guns,
chainsaws, etc.), and may have individual
home ranges more than 100,000 acres in
size.
By providing both Marshall's 1936
roadless inventory and their current in-
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ventory, Foreman and Wolke chart what
we've lost. Equally important, they use
principles of conservation biology to
show why we must protect and restore
vast roadless areas. That The Big
Outside has not sailed to the top of
The New York Times best seller list
bespeaks the woeful ignorance of this
nation's populace. No book is more fundamental for efforts to restore and preserve native wildlife and wildlands in
North America's temperate and subtropical zones.
Every library should have
this book. It is the only work available
listing and describing all known large
roadless areas in the 48 contiguous
states.
The uninitiated, though, may wonder
why a lengi.hy tome has been devoted to
lands ;vithout roads. Why not lands
without lawnmowers, or lands without
electiic can-openers (seriously, they exist!), or without bug-zappers ... or any
olher of the modern implements of destruction. The answer, in a word (or 3;
you never can be sure when drawing from
a moribund language), is that roads are
the sine qua non. of habitat destruction in
the 48 states. Dave and Hewie say it better; "the army of wilderness destruction
!ravels
road and motorized vehicle."
Dirigible.s should be banned, yes, but the
construction of roads into an area is what
dooms it.
The results of the Foreman-Wolke
inventory should both humble and inspire wilderness proponents in the East.
The East has much less roadless country
than the West, but tremendous opportu11i1.ies for wildland recovery. Consider the
St. John area mentioned above:
Conservation groups should establish a national priority to acquire ten
million acres of paper company land,
from Baxter Stale Park to the St, John
River, !o form a wilderness-orienied
National Park. Din roads should be
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closed, logged areas restored an.d extirpated species like Gray Wolf, Woodland
Caribou, Wolverine and Catamount
(Eastern Pamher) rein.lroduced. Such an
area, in twenty years or less, could be
one of the finest temperate zone
Wildernesses in the world. (p.409)
Moreover, George Wuerthner of The
Wildlands Project claims that Maine has
the largest area in the US essentially uninhabited by humans--10 million acres in
the north of the state--and Jamie Sayen
notes that the vast majority of the roads
depriving Maine lands of roadless status
are narrow unpaved
logging roads.
Northern New England and New York are
heavily roaded now, unfortunately; but
· they are relatively sparsely settled and
their moist climates would allow speedy
recovery.
Dave and Howie made a mistake in
their revised edition-- through no fault of
their own. They sought, but did not get,
solid acreage figures from New England
conservationists.
It is morally incumbent upon Vennont wildland advocates to
rectify this mistake,
The authors sug1ha! southern Vermont has a roadarea, Glas,enburv
of
52,000 acres. Recent field studies show
lhat roads penetrate p,,rt of Lhis putatively undefiled area. Environmentalists
need to see that roads in this area are
closed, lest the next edit.ion of Big
Outside include only 1 Vermont roadless area (Meachum
Swamp, 50,000
acres, in the Northeast Kingdom).
Despite their painstaking research,
and their ecologically
informed arguments for
wilderness, Foreman and
Wolke have encountered some criticism
for their book, especially from agency
bureaucrats.
As a friend of both the~e
gentlemen, I wish to dispel one false accusation sometimes leveled against them
and against their follow natural area ad-
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vocates: We do not favor the needless
multiplication of roadless areas. Indeed,
inspired by these two, some of us have
as a long-term goal the maintenance of
only 1 roadless area in this land: North
America.
In sum, The Big Outside is a
sobering,
inspiring,
and informative
volume that all activists in this country
should use as they plot the restoration of
their regions. Buy copies for your local
library, environmental
group, college,
high-school, and pub.
Reviewed by John Davis, Editor of
Wild Earth
(POB 492, Canton, NY
13617)

Bleak Industry Future
Continuedfrom Page 5
What is the message to defenders of
Northern Forest ecosystems?
(1) The paper industry in this regiou
is in trouble, and land will be for sale-CHEAP.
(2) Institutional investors and paper
companies are not looking to buy large
tracts of land in this region.
(3) The future of the industry in this
region is in products of a degraded forest
(waferboard, chips).
The public can buy huge tracts of
timber land for an average of about $100
per acre. The price will be higher on
land that has development potential, but
on the vast majority of paper company
lands in northern Maine (about 8 million
there is very little threat of
development, and, due to the degraded
condition of much of this land, $100
seems like a reasonable price.
Five
million acres would cost only a half a
billion dollars!
You can't even buy a
Stealth Bomber for that price.

Does the GMNF Adequately Protect the Ecological Integrity of Vermont?
1

by Sandra Coveny
Many New Englanders believe that their public
lands serve to maintain biological diversity, The U.S.
Forest Service, with its multiple use mandate, even
has guidelines detailing its obligation to protect
biodiversity.
Unfortunately, these
are not being
foUowed, and even if they were, these areas do uot
cover an area
to
a full comof native flora and
the
Northern Forest "'"'w"."""'
In New
lands
oflhe

and are
used for
, these lands are not
for many of
such as
wolverines and cm.amounts.
Whal about those large green areas on the map
labeled National Forests? The bm:mdaries of the
National Forests on a stale map do not show the
numerous
of
lands. These areas in
the Green Mountain
Forest, for example,
const.itute 58% of Lhe entire hmd base within the
boundary lines. Although !he Forest Service is trying
to acquire these lands, !hey are still being managed by
private citizens. This could mean anything from
forested lands, to dearcuts, to condominiums.
Even if all of those gaps were owned by the
Forest Service, there would still not exist a representative and sustainable complex of communities.
The US Forest Service was formed as a response to the
fear that big timber interests would devour the forests
here just as they had in Europe.
The timber
companies had already had their pick of the lands by
then, however, and what was left, for the most part,
were the less accessible, or higher elevation forests. In
New England, these forests had already been
completely cut over at least once. And since the days
of Gifford Pinchot, the big timber companies have had
their way with the public lands as well.

For all practical purposes, these fragments are
isolated, functionless, habit.at museums. The entire
border surrounding the 200 acre Cape RNA is slated
for cutting by the Forest Service. However, the
Vermont contingent of the Eastern activist group,
Preserve Appalachian Wilderness (PAW) has successfully reversed the most recent decision to cul
to the Cape because of the GMNF's failure to
meet the standards of ilieNational Forest Managemem
Act (NFMA) and the National Environmental Policv
Act
In the best interest of biodiversity, thes~
lands ought to be retained as buffers for the
island of oid growth forest
The Promise of thic Public Lmuh
ff administrative gaps within the forest boundaries
l"'"v,ua,1;0,1
were filled-in, the GMNF could serve as

Vermont: A Case Study
Looking only at the cunently owned federal lands
stiU does not give the complete picture. AH federal
forestlands on Vermont's Green Mountain National
Forest (GMNF) are broken up into "Management
units," not one of which is designated for the
preservation of native biodiversity.
Approximately 45% of the National Forest is
managed for resource ext.raction--that is, timber
harvesting and deer production. Unfortunately, outdated management practices are still predominant on
the GMNF, where managing for deer means cutting
more trees.
Nearly 50% of the GMNF is not currently open to
timber management, about 18% of this is designated
Wilderness. How much protection does this afford
biodiversity? Not much. These wilderness fragments
are primarily managed for recreation, not biodiversity,
complete with parking lots, elaborate trail systems,
and,-~if .some over-zealous recreationists have their
way--vista cuts for pretty views.
Especially
significant biological areas, such as The Cape, the
GMNF's only acknowledged virgin stand of old
growth, are designated as Research Natural Areas
(RNA's).
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What's Missing From Public Lands?
Oak woodlands are a good example of critical
habitat that are underrepresented because they are rare
in New England highlands. In fact, low elevation
forests of all kinds are under-represented on federal
land. These low elevation forests are a critical
component of a healthy, sustainable and functioning
northern forest ecosystem.
Many rare orchids,
ladyslippers, songbirds and mycorrhizal fungi occur
only on lowland forests. Other species, such as black
bear, beaver, moose, and big cats depend on lowland
habitats for parts of their yearly cycles.
Large tracts of contiguous forest interior are also
rare, so rare that anywhere they occur must be
maintained. Of particular concern are the interior
forest-dependant songbirds. Their populations are in
such severe decline in New England that an entire
session of this year's (1992) Society for Conservation
Biology annual conference was devoted to the topic.
The greatest threat to these songbirds is lack of
unfragmented habitat

the matrix for a connected network of habitats in
southern and central Vermont. Integrated wi.th these
habitats would be sustainable timber ,llarvesting areas.
Vermont's situation is not unique in New England.
Similar strategies could be adopted for surrounding
states. Ideally these lands would be conne.cted with the
Northern Forest Lands so the entire ecoregion could be
viewed and managed with a l.and<icapeperspective.
Simultaneous to these landscape studies, of
course, tl1erenmst be economic evaluations. A mere
2.5% of I.heentire Vermont timber supply comes from
National Forest lands. Shifting the wood "'""'u"''·"
smaller, wen-managed, private
·wrnJld
local landowners and boost.
local
economies. At I.he present, it is the taxpayer who

-..:...,,,
..

Hundreds of Pilant & Animall BpeuieS Are
in vermont
Ihreatened
or Endangered
'Ifie 'J/ert1WntJlgency of 'l{_atural1{/.sources('1/,'ll:l\{'RJ
pu6Cisfieatwo 6oofc_{asfisting tfie rare, tfireateneaantf
eni1.angereaspecies of tfie state. One 6oofJet {ists tfie
pCants,am{ tfie otfier {ists tfie animals. '11iepCants{ist is 35
pages {ong, antf Ci.stsspeciu 6y tfistri6ution, lia6itat antf
a6untfance. '11ieanimafs Ci.st
is 13 pages fong, fisting animaCs
6y fia6itatana distriGution.
'We are alf too f amiCiarwitfi tfie fetferal{y fisted or
proposea animal species in o/ermontsucfi as tfie 6aU eagf.e,
Peregrinefalcon, Indiana 6at, gray wolf, '£,a.stem :Mountain
'Wooafanrfcaribou.'Bu.twliat a.bouttfie f.esser(ncm.m
Lion an.a
species,witfi [ess/Jforwusnames antf reputations, 6ut 6y no
means Cessimportant? Species {i~ tfie Puritan tiger 6eetfe,
or tfie 'Dv.1arf wdgemussd?
'}?_p.rt,tlireatenetf and
entfangerecfanima!.sof 'llemwnt in.dude such species as tfie
co66[estone.tiger 6eetfe, fou.ntf in on[y 5 places along th.e
Connecticut river ana tfie Slave-makj.ngant witli on[y one
fc.nowncofony,found on[y in now-rare oaf( wooafantfs.51.fso
dependant on oafc.wooafantfs are tfie 'five-fin.easki.nit witn.
on{y one fc.nownsite, an.a the Tim6er rattfesnafy witli on[y
two remainingdens (.nown.
'Tfie [ist continues witfi. rare fiutterflies, motfu, antf
mussds, to Ji.sties sucfi. as {ampreys, sturgeons, trout1,
minnows, sfr.iners,su.cf<!;rs,
percfi, an.ap~, amp/ii.6iansan.a
repti[es sucfr. as tree.frogs, mo[e sa[amanaers, £ungfrss
salamanders,giant salamanders torufs, turtles, snafc.es,to
6irtfs f~ tfie Common6am owl Sprucegrouse, tfiree species
of woodpecfyr, seven species of war6frr, an.aeven tfie (jray
jay.
'Tfie plant Cistis mucfi wnger tfian tfie anima£[ist, and it
induaes peat moss, the :Fragrantfern, tfie Serpentine
maUe.n-fi.airfern, Jacf(. pine, Creeping juniper, Jlornea
ponaweel, Jlairy wiU rye an.aCliamp[ain6ucfigrass. Otfier
famiCies with entfangeretfspecies indu.ae wif[ow, walnut,
6ucli (wliicfr.incfu.aesoaK) dm, sanaa£wooa, 6ucfc.wfieat,
fias
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m:agno[ia,
poppy ana mustara. '11ie[istgoes on. In fact, tfiere
are 48 species of p[ants Ci.5teaas state enaangeretf, 182
species Cisteaas state tfireate.nea,4 feaeraffy endangeruf
plants antf 8 species awaiting funding for stuaies to sfiow
tfiey are enaangered.51.naaaitional 98 species are[istetf as
species to watcli. 'In.is means, accoraing to '1!.9l!J{,~tfiat
tfiese are con.sufereauncommon,ana most a;e inaicators of
unusual fia6itatsw(iicfi.sfwu.U6eprotectedin tluir own rig/it.
'Wfiat doese;d.stingpu6{i.cfanrfdo to monitcrand protect
tliese species anrf t!u. lia6itats tfiey represent? :ll{ptliing.
'Iliat 's rig fi.t.
Ostensi6{y,tfie (j'M'Jf.[ is supposetf to conduct surveys
of proposed tim6er safe areas for tfie occurrence of tfiese
species. %o·r»ever,tfiere is inaaequatefunrling avaifa6f.e.
for
tfie surveying anrl mcmitoring of tfiese species. Jlt 6est, tfie
(j'M'Jf.[ lia.sa6out 25% of tfie informationit neerfsregartfing
and 'Enrlangereaspecies. Yet it stiff
'Ilireatenetf, 'J?.p.re
conducts tim6er sales.
'Wfiat cou!tf 6e worse? 'Even if tfie (j:M9{5 were
managul el(dusivdy for eco[ogica[values, most of tfi.e
species [i.stetf wou{r[ not 6e affectuf 6ecause tfiey don't
occuron pu6[i.c[antis.
:MerelyCi.stingspecies does fitt[e for tfieir su:rviva6iCity
ei(f:,eptto 6ring tfu magnitu.aeof tfie crisis to our attention.
We fiaven't even aatfressuf tfie real issue, wfiicli is tfiat
tfiese. species represent functioning fi.a6itats tfi.at are
entfangeretfdueto tfi..efiapfiazartfmisuseof [and6y fiumans.
'Wfiat You Can 'lJo: 'We must get organizea; we must
work.. togetfier towara sustaina6[e economies 6asetf on
sustaina6{e ecosystems. Our prot!!,ctionstrategies must
6egin witli wfiat we liave. In 'J\&w'En.glantftliis means tfie
9{prtfiern.'forest Lan.asantf a[{ e;ustingpu6fi,c[an.is.
'To fidp p~e.ct entfangeretfspecies antf entfangered
ecosystems, contact Preserve Jlppalacliian 'Wiitferness,117
'MainStreet, 'Brattfe6oro'VT05301; Te[. (802) 257-4878.

--s.c.
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Trouble on The
Preserve Appalachian
\VUderness Appeals Fifth

the current distribution of funds for pmgrams does not aHow balanced imple-
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menta.tionof the Forest Plan."
The next public meeting held was
for the required mid,.plan analysis. At
th.is time the Forest Supervisor is reand see how

:.mdmake
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"------D-'
National Recreation Area.
''The White Rocks National
Recreation Area
a
remote habitat in the Green Jr1ountains.
This Habitat is important to Bobcat,

Black Bear,
Fisher. These species
varyingdegreesof remotenessfor
denning,and rearingof young.
"The Green Mountain ecosystem i~
being impacted by primary and sec·cmdaryhome developmentand by recrrational development. The quality of re-·
motenessis being downgraded rapidly...
TheNationalRecreationArea provides a
environment where research resultsareneededtofore cast habitattrends
deep woods species on the National
Forest and throughout the mountains of
Vermont." (Green Mountain National
Forest Forest Plan 3.08)
Ov~r the past eighteen months,
Preserve Appalachian Wilderness (f AW)
has appealed four timber sales on the
Green Mountain National Forest This
appeal is the fifth.
Two of the first
four appealed proposals were withdrawn
the deciding officers, and two were
remanded
the Forest Supervisor.
Each
the statement was made

!he Forest Service that the right <led·
hut that !liere were prn·
with the {lr.C'BVflP,·1t<>.
that PAW was
to
of ilie Forest

1.,,,,,.<1.Uru nrn,l,i"',m

halt the

Plan. The Plan had been
members of the
groups
:,tatements,made :inpublic meetings and
l:D the
were misleading ..
fi.ve appe,afa were all based on
two overall points:
me
1) That the Decisions made
Forest Service and the Documentation
of those decisions were in violation of
the Forest Plan; and
The Forest Service failed to di.sd ose to the Public the Reasonablv
Foreseeableeffects of their proposed a;,
dons. The National Environmental
Act (NEPA) expressly places the
burden of compiling information on the
agency so that the public and interest.ed
departments can conve··
monitor and criticize the

action. Grazing Fields Farm V. .
626 F.2d 1068, 1073
Cir. 1980)
The first point has been brought up
a number of meetings. At a meeting
fast December in Rutland, Green
l'vfountain National Forest Supervisor
Hoffman stated that the Plan was
indeed being implemented in an imbalanced manner. He stated that the reason
for this was that the current distribution
of funds from the Regional Office did
not allow for balanced implementation.
He promised to write a letter concerning
I.his situation to the Regional Office and

CongressionalDelegates. In response
to this public

meeting

the Forest

Service stated that it agreed to:
"Highlightto the Regional Office how
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of the Plan on a pro-

In the Implementation Section of the Green Mountain
National Forest Plan (pp 5.06-7), the Forest Service
prescribes a II Contingency Strategy":

grrunmatk basis ("The Model Forest A
proposal for the Implementation of the
Green Mountain National Forest Plan",
March 1992). Many of the issues raised
were also raised in a public meeting. A
resulting paper from the Forest Service
stated, "We need to establish position
papers on emerging issues including:
*Habitat Fragmentation

*Old Growth
*Off Road Vehicles
*Long Term Site Productivity
Impacts
*Definition
and
Scope
of
Ecosystems
*Neo-Tropical Migratory Birds"
To date, only the question of allow, ing Off Road Vehicles onto the Forest
(an issue PAW did not raise) has been

addressed.
Had the issues raised by PAW in
t.he preceding appeals, at public hearings, or at the Mid-,Flan review been addressed, further appeals like this one
might not have been necessary. As it
stands, the Forest Supervisor has yet to
:respond to our testimony or complete
any of the promised or considered actions detailed ?tour public meeting, exNEPA process".
for
The Forest Service stated that one
action under consideration was to improve the NEPA
on the forest
The
was that a team of
"Nt.:.PA
from Washington DC
ana uie
Office were sent to
Verr11omto conduct a number of week
sessions. :Rather than addressing
the unbalanced implementation of the
plan, the lack of monitoring information, or any of ihe other substantive issues raised, the "NEPA experts" tried to
teach the Forest Service how to do better documentation in order to avoid
"pmblems"--Hke the appeal--in the future.
No members of Preserve
Appalachian Wilderness were invited to
attend these sessions i:Ohelp address the
issues raised, even though a letter was
sent to Supervisor Hoffman requesting
an invitation.
The intent of these meetings defies
the intent of NEPA as Council for
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulalions for NEPA specifically
state
"NEPA's purpose is not to generate paperwork--even excellent paperwork--but
to foster exceHent action. The NEPA
process is intended to help public officials make decisions that are based on an
understanding of environmental consequences, and take actions to protect, restore, and enhance the environment."
(CEQ 1500.l(c))
"The primary purpose of an
Environmental Impact Statement is to

serve as an action-forcingdevice to ensure thatthe policies and goals defined
in the act are infused into the ongoing
programs and actions of the Federal
(CEQ 1502.1).
Government."

I

"If the Forest Plan is not fully funded during the next JO years then some
scheduled management activities will have to be delayed, but the overall objectives
stated in the plan will not change. Likewise, no cheap shortcuts will be taken which
will compromise environmental protection and force us to lose sight of our role as
·stewards of the land and its resources ....
The vegetation management projects "which have the least important benefits to
the public should be deferred Wllil full funding is received. In most cases this would
involve timber sales and roads which are principally in!ended to meet society's demand
for wood. Private lands should easily be able to meet that demand, if necessary,
On the other hand, privaie lands are less well suited to meet demands for recreation
and wildlife benefits, so those programs should be fully funded if possible."

As tables 1 and 2 demonstrate, the Forest Service bas, in fact, done
just the opposite of their Contingency Plan: they have funded the
program they acknowledge in the plan as the least important at more
than the fun amount allocated in the plan, and the programs they
acknowledge as the most important
at a mere fraction of the
amounts allocated in the Plan.
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Wildlif,,Thnmned

I
fonned of any of the negative effects of
resource extraction on public lands, as
required by law.
Both resource managers and the
public face difficult decisions concerning
the extraction and use of natural resources. Difficult decisions involving
difficult trade-offs, however, must be
made. In order to make wise decisions
about resource use, both the Forest
Service and the public need to be well
informed of the plusses and minuses of
avoide,d.
resource extraction. No action can proIntelligent, up-to-date ecological invide everything for everyone. Without
fomiation must be provided to both the
Forest Service's Deciding Officer, and to
information on both the po~itive and
the public at large, who should be
negative effects of an action, wise decithought of by .the public servants of the
sions cannot be made. This is the purForest Service as the real Deciding
. pose
and
requirement
of an
Officers for the management of public
Environmental Assessment. This relands.
quirement has not been met in this or
Both the preceding four EA's, and
the previous four EA's and Notices of
the Fowler Brook II EA fail to disclose •Decision/Findings Of No Significant
thereasonablyforeseeableeffects of the Impacts.
proposedprojects.Thereforereasonable
By presenting an unbalanced and bidecisions could not have been made ased assessment of the effects of pro-

The Fowler Brook H documents
show that some progress has been made
towards better paperwork, but no
amount of paperwork--even excellent
paperwork--can substitute for informed
decision
making
based
on
Environmental Assessments which provide an understanding of environmental
consequences.
ff a team of biologists
had been sent over instead of NEPA experts, this appeal might have been

based on those documents by the
DecidingOfficer,nor was the publicin-
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Continuedon Page 12
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tt1
Tamma,,a
One of Lhemost compelling factor:;
that sparked New Hampshire's

conservation movemem a cenmry ago
was indiscriminate
I.he
White Mountains .and dsewher;;.
Backed by lechnologicaI advances and a .
growing demand for sawtimber and
the actions of a
smaH
landowners and limber

across the nation have been forced
dearcutting. The question was
put to Nevi Hainpshire legislaThe

controversy on

public lands reached a peak in the late
1960'

dearcurn

on

I.he

Monongahela and Bitterroot National
Forests. Debate raged over industry contract

the nationa! supply of tirn.-

aesthetks, and concerns about natural resource conservation,, The results of this debate vvere the

•
"'l· ,..n·

~-·

Forest and Rangelands Renewable
Resources Planning Act, the National
Forest Management Act, and their accompanying regulations which limit the
size and placement of Clearcuts and set
restocking standards for ckarcuts on
public 1ands. In addition, several states
have regulated dearcuuing on priva1:e
land as wen (see
In 1991, the Forest Society supported l.egislation to create a committee .
to study dearcuuing in New Hampshire '
and determine whether regulation

is

881, statesman

and the New
Hampshire Forestry Commission noted ,
the
but despaired of
practical solutions. Those came only
when a broad spectrum of interests-inhot.el owners, industrialists,
civic leaders, and conservationists-rec.,
the crippling effect of the devastation on an aspe~ts of life in the state.
Under the banner of the Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests,
the coalition protected the mountains
convincing Congress, in 1911, to pass
the Weeks Act that led to the White
Mountain National Forest In concert
with a new state forest!)' department, the
New Hampshire Timberland Owners
Association, and others, the Forest
Society began a campaign to improve
forestry practices on other parts of the
state as welt
In the past 80 years, the state's conservation and forestry interests have dramatically increased the awareness and
application of conscientious forest management However, with the exception
of federal controls in the White
Mountain National Forest, the state
"basal area" law that restricts cutting
a.longwaterbodiesand roads, and limited
local laws in some areas, dearcutting
still can occur without regulation on
private land-just as it did in 1901.
modern harvesting equipment,
UflCeftaJntylf.lland rl'Wt'\/>l'<,hc,n ,·,,Mta"""~
and
land base is
,.

Though NH State law prohibits removal of more than 50% of
the basal area within 50 feet of roads or waterways, variances
are easily obtained where wind-throw is likely.
Photo by
Peter Riviere.

'E')(isting~strictions on C[earcuts
Fiorest. Clearcutting on the national forest is
limted by the National Forest Management Act to a maximum of 40 acres, and
by the Forest Plan to 30-in practice, the cuts are rarely over 20 acres.
Extensive planning i.s done for each harvest, and no new cuts are made in
adjacent areas until the average height of the regenerated stand is at least 15 feet
(Note: The Society has long worked to reduce the amount of timber tre,atedunder
· even-aged management--which includes clearcutting--on the national forest, The
Forest Plan formaHv
this recommendation,
·
I
•
; the use of selection
to favor
White Mmnatai.n National

and

HC concernonce

..
are tie.d 10 the Forest Practices Act. 1
shows that envimnmenta:I I
cut AH harvesting
over ~'
a
that provides fcrr
1·1

The modem
matic photographs

of the drathat inflamed the

earl.yconservationists are hellish
of slash-and-bum
treaunent in
southern hemisphere, denuded forests in
eastern Europe, and patchwork dearcuts
on federal land in the Pacific Northwest
Cfoser to home, industry dearcuts in
Maine have drawn fire from conservationists, and New Hampshire residents
have complained to the Society about
troublesome cuts in such towns as
Berlin, Lancaster,
Stratford, and
Pittsburg. Tourism and other business
leaders also have commented on the
damage ill-advised clearcuts can have on
the state's image and economy.
One obstruction to rational debate
is the definition of clearcutting. The
broad use of Lhe term to encompass everything from one-acre patch cuts to
1.000-acre clearings leads to misunderstanding, misinformation, and over-generalization,

board feet or 50 cords must

regeneration,
Tl;,faine: A clearcutting law was passed in
with rules t.hat establish
various size classifications for dearcuts with separation distances that vary by
size. For dearcuts of 50 acresor more,a harvestplan is required. Clearcuts up to .
· 250 acresareallowedin some circumstances.
·
New Yo:rk: Regulationis restrictedto the privateland within the Adirondack
Park, where clearcuttingfalls under the jurisdiction of the AdirondackPark
Agency, Clearcutsover 25 acresin size requirea permit.(Overthreeacresin size
if in a wetland.) Rules requireseparationbetween clearcuts,and have detailed
requirementsfor harvestplans.
Western States: California, Oregon, and Washington each regulate
clearcuttingon privatelandas partof its ForestPracticesAct.

Assessing the impact of cleaxcut-

ting
place,

on where 1he cuts truce
often, how

and in what

kinds of stands.. Some types of wildlife
thrive in de;;ixed areas, for example,
while others suffer. For recreationists,
clearcuts can open vi.evvsand provide aca clearcut may be !he
1.hetimber.
As arguments have grown on both
sides of the debate and pressure on forest
resources has
lawmakers

Contimiedfrom.
11
posed alternatives, stating that wood

products and early successional habitat
wmbe provided without
disdosing the reasonably foreseeable negative
effects to black bear, songbirds, and the
forest ecosystem as a whole, the Forest
Service does the public a great disservice. The Forest Service is, in essence,
promoting a "Have Your Forest and Eat
It Too Land Ethic". Instead of educating
the public on difficult decisions, iliey
presentan unrealisticwin-win situation.
Justifyingcutting in some of Vermont's
last remaining interior forest habitat by
statingthat it will be beneficial to edge
species is the equivalentof stating that
putting a landfill there will improve
wildlife habitatfor raccoons.
It is the belief of PAW that if the
American public were better informed
and educated on these difficult decisions
it would choose healthy, vibrant ecosystems, clean air, dean water, and habitat
for the myriads of non-human inhabitants of our public lands over a plethora
of disposable wood products. Perhaps it
wouldn't. ff that is the case there is little PAW, or anyone else can do to save
this precious planet Earth. But that dedsion must be up to 1.hepublic, and it

can destroy aesthetic values.
best way to encourage a desirable tree
or it may be ar1excuse to liqui-

needed and, if so, what kind, The
nal hope of the Society was
committee would oocomposed
of elected officials and of .-....
.,,......
~,.,,
of divergent views on the
i.ng a forum for discussion.
sition of ihe committee changed
the legislative session, and
was a committee composed:
tors, chaired by state forester
To assess !:he nature of their
charge, this committee held three
hearings in the faH of 1991.
While most attendees to the hearings voiced general opposition to any
new regulations, the committee deter··
mined that there was sufficierit r·rn1ep,,c·n
over harvesting in certain
ularly at high elevations and cm
slopes-that their deadline should be ex1991 to
tended from November
November 1992.
The Committee's final report vvas
recently released. After two field
and no discussion with scientific ex"
perts, the Committee concluded that no
additional regulations were necessary.
The Committee seUkd on
a
new committee to write a set of best
harvesting, or best silvicuhurai, practices. These would be applied voluntarily.
To voice your concerns about the
Committee report, write to Jack
Sargent, State Forester, Division of
Forests and Lands, PO Box 856,
Concord, NIJ 03302-0856.
NOTE: The full text of this article
originally appeared in the Summer issue
of Forest Notes, a publication of the
Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests.
Tammara Van Ryn is a Policy
Specialist for The Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests,
54 Portsmouth
Concord, NH
03301.

and more whole tree harvesting fobs are converting
timber stands
biomass fueL Chipping equipment is
conveniently located near a tm:.vn-maintained road. The
owner intends to plant 5,000 spruce next year. Herbicides
usually follow, Photo by Peter Riviere.
The Northern
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must be based on real information, presenting the real and difficult choices and
ttade-offs, instead of documents that attempt to convince !hem that everything
i.sfine on the Forest
Bu.ck Young coordinates public
lands
initiatives
for
Preserve
Appalachian Wilderness. He can be
reached at: PAW, 117 Main St,.
Brattleboro, VT 05301. Tel. (802) 2574878.
Winter

Solstice

1992

I

lo

the
organizations, as we own
and/or manage timberlands in approximately 40 ]".iew Hampshire towns.
Monitoring and controlling compliance
with a number of different regulations is

Note.·
Woodlands. Inc.
milted this letter
Directa1\ NH Division

and Chainnan

a useless.·wasteof tim.eand money,
on October 15,
Mr. Swan was one
the
nal Governors' Task Force members
the Nonhern. Forest Lands

he has served as an advisoron

Dear Jack:
I am aware that your Clearcutting
Committee is pfanning to condude their work by November 1st. I
have had the opportunity, as I arn sure
you have
to review a substantial
amount of recent information and tedli-

nical research cm the use of clearcuuing
as: a sHvicuhurai tooL We both
the pluses and minuses.
won't debate the
side herein.
However, this issue is politically
"charged" in the social climate that exists in our Stare today.

l think responsible
regulation

I think responsible regulation on
is a MUST in New
Hampshire. I know most of my forest
wm disagree.
industry
friends
Unfortunately, I feel much of the resistance is nm based on the technical as11ra.,c~1ce.
but is another manifos,.

clearcutting

maner is that

achave m,my

in our own land
we have found

large clearcuts do not improve :long-term
investment returns. In fact. other than a
short-term
these

financial infusion,
defeat the objectives of

liong-tem1 sustained
forest manage'ment and I.rue llmd stewardship as
you and I have known it Good investremms are generated in Lhe
1Northern
Forest
the production of
quality solid wood and the
of the stocking of each forest acre. We
depend on fast regeneration to build our
.furure forests. .Largeclearcuts move the

of
i;.QWJnS ,•H,'S'vSH>,",

move

Do Clearcut:s Imitate Natural Disturbances?

to
plant succession chain back to its primi-

tive or pioneer stages. We do not need
this nor can we condone this if we hope
t.o achieve a sustainable forest industry
Therefore, I would hope your Study
Committee can work toward some reasonable and responsible clearcuui11g
regulations. We cannot tolerate a handsoff approach anymore based on the theory of local ,mtonomy. We both can
cite exampfos of recent trends toward
less clearcutting,
the U.S. Forest
timber ha.rvesting regulation, to name
two.
the issue here is social
and
which can fud more ex"
treme
and aid in the

esta,blishment·of a "Green Movement."
I would tend to be more n::s!:ricof area,
ecosysXess:because, X think your
issues i.nour Nation.

forest practice ordinances; some I know
will be quite restrictive. This will present a serious management problem to

Proponents of clearcutting maintain that it is a "valid silvicultural
tool"' that imitates natural disturbance regimes. 1 have yet to see ,
any scientific evidence to validate this unexamined assumption.
In Beyond the Beauty Strip, Mitch Lansky compares the
impact of natural disturbances with the impact of clearcuts on
page 97. --J.S.

ll)fatuir1lH.1nce~:
N~t1lllir:&i
vs,, CCReiilirtifilt
Variable

Natural

Clearcut

Intensity

Residual trees and
dead wood xemain

AHtreesremoved

Edge

HigMy irregular

Straight lines

Landscape

Integrated

FragmenteQ{rooded

Service policy change and Maine's new

Cornminee in our State has the oppor ..
to seize the leadership on forest

improve long@term
investmuit
returns.

V1let season
leave wetlands trammeled
and create mudholes in low spots . These areas will be slow to
heal from heavy equipment scars, Photo by Peter Riviere.

succession.

in New Hampshire.

on clearcuttfng

is a MUST in New
Hampshire.

tion on

In actual
management.

pattern

SoH

Urn:listurl1r.<l
dried

Natural Succession

Rotation

Centuries

40-60 years

As you
I am available to discuss these mauers with you personally
as you wish.
I am sure your

Committee is overloaded with technical
suggestions; therefore I wmstay out of
the technicaldebatefor now.
Sincerely,

HenrySwan

Wfien I walk.in tfie wooasaru!jump acrossa stream,my &are
feet skj.m tfie co{awaters. I sit aown on tfie 6areroe/;;§
tryingto
6e doser to nature. Its a fittfe. spot 6eneatfi a tree beyond a
rusfiing river. 'lJiis is tlie p{ace I cometo free my mind of worries
I feel {ikg a Cftero~e sitting in tlie mitftf{e of a forest not yet
destroyea. I wisfi peopfe.cou{tf five fify tlie Cfterok!,eiafter a[l
nature give.,,us everytfiing we needfor survival

I watcfi as the sun sets over tlie nwuntains, Tfi.eflgfit fiit, tfie.
trees anti tfiey 6egin to ro.stfein tfi.euJina. I tliinf(of tfz.epaper
slie.etsof paper.
factory tfiat ivi.[[ soon transform tliis {mu[
I wisfi I couU save
[am[, ta~ it awayfrom tfie peopfe
don't unc£ersta.ruf
wfi.at it: means to m.e..
I get up and wall(over to

too typical northern /',lew Hampshire logging operation
this 130 acre parcel ·an the Lancaster-Groveton town
November. In background is The Horn, a portion of
was purchased
The Nature Conservancy to protect
rare plants and natural communities. Photo
Peter Riviere.

61,groc.l(tliatfook§over
ca[{it Sunset Point. I dimJj am£watcfi tfte cofors
I fook_aoum
am£see s!iimm.e.ring
trees. I
a.cft.ainsa1.11
in
the distance, I fed [i.{(g.
running cfeepinto
woods,far a.way
from civilization;far away from tfi.esound of tfi.ecft.ainsaw. I

The No:rHaern Forest

Jaus,

fiear a crasfi. 5'I tree.

Jolie Ruelle, age 11
Fornm

ew Forestry
... in Eastern
Critique
Mitch

the Se1,mour/Hunter
vertical diversity, large trees, and
deru:l-dowood
crees;

ae,1cH,mr1m1
or

,<JU,1&1~.,,u,,:;uL
has

benefited or maintained
often been due more to accident

,,,1..1J1u,"'""" values asscv.:i.ated
but stiH aHow timber

on some
forests.
recently, the concepts of New Forestry1have
received reiative1y little attention in the Northeast
where forest ecosystems are very different, ownership
is mostly private, and there is almost no old growth.
University of Maine professors, Robert Seymour
(silvicuhure), and Malcolm Hunter, Jr. (conservation
biology), broke the ice on the subject, however, when
they published a pamphlet, "New Forestry in Eastern
Spruce-fir Forests: Principles and Applications to
Maine," in April of 1992. In doing· so, they also
broke the ice as academics by critiqui11gcurrent industrial practices in the region. One does not propose a
new forestry system unless there is something wrong
with the old one.
"Professional curricula," write Seymour and
Hunter, "have inculcated certain values in foresters that
can, at times, be counterproductive when responding to
society's demands. Examples include: equating high
timber yields and 'clean' clearcuts with 'good' forestry;
opposition to forest preservation in principle because
it ostensibly conflicts with the hallowed doctrine of
multiple use; and the emphasis on economic expediency over ecological integrity. Although such nanow
views may represent certain private interests, they
seem increasingly inappropriate, even arrogant, in an
era when society is demanding more than cheap commodities from its forests.,.
The traditional "arrogant attitude has, they
led IO a situation where:
''the:-e is now almost no old-grnwth :in the region;
,,.,,,uc,,,.such as red spruce, yellow
0

,.,,.,rn,A,u

in scme sk1nds
red

state- hi1s fevv forrnaI reser,Ies"
v,bere '1&foes
than timber extraction nre•rl""""'"
:1ndihese reserves do not have fuH representation of recurrent
are not even
are more 1ike rnming than manand have
done with little concern for the
v,~""""'·"
and quality of the resulting stands. The reilie prospect of mm shortfalls due to
overcutting
some species.
In contrast, the authors propose dmt foresters start
to view the forest as an ecosystem rather than just a
commodity. This implies the use of silvicultural systems patterned after local natural disturbance regimes.
A major goal of forest management should be to
ensure the passing of the "biological legacy" of
habitats and species that maintain biological diversity,
rather than just to remove large quantities of wood as
cheaply as possible. And where ecosystems have be.en
altered from past practices, foresters should help them
recover their integrity.

The Acadhm Forest
The key, therefore, to developing "New Forestry"
techniques, is to understand local ecosystem dynamics.
Where ecosystems differ, one would expect that New
Forestry methods would differ as well. The spruce-fir
forest in Maine, for example, is quite different in its
disturbance dynamics from the Douglas-fir forests of
the Pacific Northwest, or even of the boreal forests of
northern Canada, where the dominant species are
adapted to establishment following severe disturbances,
such as fires. Maine's spruce-fir forest is not truly boreal, even though boreal forests are also caned "sprncefir." The dominant species in Maine's forest--red
spruce, sugar maple, beech, yellow birch, white pine,
hemlock., white ash, and
cedar--are actually at
found on the smnhtheir northern limits and are
ern
of the true boreal forest, which is almost
in Canada. Seymour and Hunter refer to
,..,..,,.,,,,o~·~forest as "sub-ooreal," or ".Acadian."
Reconstructions of the natural disturbance
of Maine's preseulement Acadian forest

This is what the Allagash region looks like to a bird.

Significant portions of
Maine's "Industrial Forest" resemble this scene. Although not visible in this
picture, the "illlagash Wilderness Waterway" is allegedly protected by both the
State of Maine and the U.S. Government. However, the "protection" extends only
400 feet from the river. Beyond the beauty strip, this is what you see. Photo
Courtesy of Jym St. Pierre--The Wilderness Society.
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Proposal
Craig Lorimer have indicated that large, severe fires at
site 'Nere not frequent--occurrlng from 900 to
indeed, Maine's virgin stands, beresistance to fire, got the reputation of
an "asbestos forest" Ma11yof t.hesevere fires in
.<Oinchfo,a~,,,h
a.nd nineteenth centuries were
or
crnmec!.ed',vith logging.
concluded tfostthe most :importantdisturbance facLorswere smaH-scalewind and insect eventS
that left the forest
in an uneven- or''"'''""'"'
condition. The dominani. species were shade tolerant
Shade-mtoierant
species, such as
and
·white birch
that ·would normally occupy a site
after a severe disturbance such as fire or wind), made
up a very small percentage of the forest
Seymour and Hunter were to follow their own
admirable guidelines, therefore, the favored management method for New Forestry in the Acadian forest
would not resemble the "sloppy clearcuts" (that leave
behind some residual living and dead trees) that
Franklin advocates for the Pacific Northwest so much
as an altered version of selection or group selection.
cause of

The "Triad"
Seymour and Hunter's program, however, is what
they call the "triad" approach--dividing the landscape
into forest. reserves, intensively-managed plantations,
and forests managed by "New Forestry" principles.
They assert that the intensively-managed forests will
have high enough yields to offset the losses incurred
by removing land for reserves.
The prime determinant of the landscape configuration of the "triad" is not the nature of the ecosystems,
but the current and expected future fiber needs of paper
mills. The triad is thus a political compromise between industrial landowners wanting to sustain their
mills and environmentalists demanding more preserves. Seymour and Hunter contend their "triad" leads
to a "win-win" solution.
Unfortunately, the implementation of their triad
system ',vould contradict some of their stated goals and
their analyses on !he nature of the Acadian forest.
Rather than lead to a win-win situation, their New
Forestry might lead to a win-lose or even a lose-lose
situation.

Phu11.tations
to Seymour an.d Hunter,
should be iocared on
sites near milk Ne,ar
mms means near people, many of whom do not like
t,1,ecleaxcuts and chemicals associated with -nfo,..,,,,,,r.croc.
Such .local :inhabitants,
an increase in these
were in a "win-win" situvvould net feel
ation.
Seymour and Hunter assert that dearcuts are acceptable as long as they are part of a continuum of different sized cuts ranging from selection to huge
dearcuts. They believe that such a diversity of opening sizes win maintain or enhance biological diversity.
This assumption does not stand up to fogic, however. If diverse openings lead to diverse wildlife in
Maine, it should also apply everywhere, including
tropical rain forests. Clearcutting tropical rainforests,
however, does not improve biological diversity; it reduces it, even though it creates a new type of habitat
The best way to enhance wildlife diversity is to
protect habitats of species that are iess common, rather
than to create habitats for species that are already
common. There are already far more clearings and
openings than existed in the presettlement forest.
Why do we need to create more?
At times, Seymour and Hunter seem to consider
large dearcuts to be an acceptable mimic of "natural"
large crown fires. But in one paragraph, they admit
that ":important differences between dearcuts and crown
fires such as the frequency of disturbance and the fate
of residual trees, seedlings, seeds, snags, logs, and
slash, undermine the argument that clearcuts are similar to fires."
"Productive sites" usually means hardwood or
mixedwood sites, which generally have the richest
soils. Planting such stands to pure softwoods implies
site simplification or even conversion, neither of
which are considered beneficial for biodiversity.
Industrial landowners are not planting red spruce or
northern hardwoods, which were dominant Acadian
species, because these shade-tolerant species do not
thrive as well in the harsh conditions (desiccated, rutted, compacted soils) found in clearcuts. The species
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currently planted to meet the needs of paper mills-white and black spruce or exotic tamaracks (from
Europe or Asia)--are boreal species that are better
adapte,dto more:extreme site conditions.
Unfortunately,evidence from Europe indicatesthat
repeated spruce plantations on former hardwood or
mixedwoodsites can lead to site degradaiion--yieldsdecline in subsequent rotations. The elimination of both
natural succession and of large, rotting, woody debris
means the elimination of major sources of soii nutrients and organic matter, \.vhichfurthers the process of
site deg,Tadaiion.
Because
stand structure as
well as
complexes that
losses to
dism<::mr,,,;,n""'"' are less complete,
S!lCh internal controls to maintain stand
must use extemal
wish In
evem of ar. outbreak.
and
1.mfortndo not address the sustainability of the
tkm part of their triad.
When
and Hunter talk about the high

from intensive plantation manageare comparing these yields to "unmanaged"
h·v.r,i,u,.n
managed)
This compari"'""'""''"""')';because it compares intensive manon
sites to cut-and-run on poor sites. It
not compare the long-term yields obtainable with
plantations on good sites to the long-term yields obtainable with other management systems, such as selection, on the same sites. It also only compares the
yields of spruce-frr--ignoringyields ofhardwoods,even
though hardwoods might nonnally grow on the better
sites.
Be.causethe plantations are geared to the needs of
the mills, rather than any biological imperatives,
landowners will tend to cut them before they even
reach peak average growth, thus actually lowering potential productivity. Indeed, because of the expenses
incurred in planting, thinning, and spraying, landowners will have an economic incentive to cut the trees as
soon as possible to reduce the losses that would occur
as the interest on their expenses grows faster than the
fiber on their trees. Thus, even without considering
declines due to site degra~tion or losses to insects.or
disease, the high predicted yields might not materialize.
Short-rotation softwood plantations are notorious
for the low quality of their wood for either lumber or
paper. With wider spacing, managers can reach wider
diameters sooner. But this does not increase height
Such trees, therefore, have excessive taper, fat growth
rings, and abundant knots, all of which are poor for
lumber.. They are dominated by juvenile wood with
shorter fibers anof which is inferior for paper. The
best quality wood for fiber or lumber grows on slower
growing, older trees--more likely to be grown in selection stands.
Seymour and Hunter's argument grows weaker
when they tackle plantation economics. "Our qualified
support for these practices in the high-yield component
of the triad," they write, "is contingent..on the presumption that plantations will continue to be the most
economic means of achieving high timber yields."
Unfortunately they do not show that plantation
forestry is cost-beneficial now, or will be in the future.
In fact they hint that it may not be very cost-beneficial, because very little of it is being done--"lack of
funds, not ignorance, apparently," they claim, "is the
main obstacle to expanding these practices." The reason Maine's forest has not been turned into a fiber
farm is that landowners can not afford to do so.
Plantation forestry is only viable if it is highly subsidized

New Forestry
Although the "New Forestry" component of their
triad is supposed to mimic the natural disturbance patterns of the presettlement Acadian forest, what they
emphasize.most is not some fonn of selection, which
would lead to uneven-aged stands, but irregular shelterwood, which would lead to stands with two ageclasses.
·Irregular shelterwood, for Seymour and Hunter, is
a good compromise of the needs of industrial managers
(for simplified techniques) with the needs of the forest.
Like the New Forestry of the Pacific Northwest, irregular shelterwood can leave behind the few large trees,
dead-standing,and dead-downedtrees that could help assure some vertical diversity and pass along some of the
biological legacy of habitats and species from the previous forest
Seymour and Hunter conclude that, because of
problems of windfirmness and value, white pine is the
Winter
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Another scene from beyond the beauty strip in Maine's industrial forest. This
clearcut was brought to you by Scott Paper Company m~arPierce Pond Road. Photo
Courtesy of Jym St. Pierre--The Wilderness Society.
best tree for retention. Many landowners, however, are
already doing "sloppy clearcuts" that leave pine to go
for another rotation (indeed, my industrial neighbor did
this right up to my property line), but this is not necessariiy good silviculture for promoting biodiversity.
And it is not good for local industrjes that require high
quality timber of a variety of species.
In Maine, unlike the Pacific Northwest, the most
valuable species are shade tolerant or intennediate in
shade tolerance. Heavy cutting encourages stand domination by pioneer species that are shorter lived and,
with the exception of white birch, less valuable.
Selection or group selection, however, allows managers to favor literally any long-lived, Acadian species
for retention--even less common ones such as hop
hornbeam. Seymour and Hunter suggest that the major shortcoming of selection management is "the difficulty of preventing cuttings from degenerating into
high-grading operations that pay inadequate attention
to structure or future development of residual stands."
But irresponsible managers can do even more damage
with irregular shelterwood and clearcutting. Indeed, irregular shelterwood, in the form of commercial
clearcuts and heavy diameter-limit cuts (resulting in
two-story stands) is the main management method that
got the forest into its current mess.

Transition
One of the most serious flaws in the SeymourHunter argument is their lack of discussion of the
problems of transition to their triad. They promote
the intensive management segment of their triad to
maintain current mill capacity. Unfortunately, the
higher yields expected from intensive management will
not begin for at least 40 years. This leads to a
dilemma:
*If reserves are taken out now, the mill capacity
will not be maintainable;
*If you sustain mill capacity until the high-yield
stands kick in, you will wind up with reserves made
up of cut-over lands. Thus either industry or environmentalists will lose.
There is also a cost to transition. Investing in intensive management means that landowner costs will
dramatically increase, but yields will not increase for at
least 40 years. Who wm pay? Will the public be
forced to subsidize clearcut and spray regimes, which
many detest, in the name of improving biodiversity?
Seymour and Hunter assume that current mill capacity is sustainable, but Seymour's own studies claim
that heavy investment in intensive management would
be needed to prevent expected shortfalls in softwoods
and hardwoods. It is not clear, from a mill perspective, therefore, that there will be a surplus of land with
intensive management in either the short or long tenn.
Even if there were, many companies would rather use
any productive acres to supply increased mill capacity,
rather than let it be grazing land for non-marketable
wildlife species.
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Conclusion
These projections of future demand, of course, assume continuation of past trends. But if past trends of
ecological, social, and economic capital depletion continue unabated, our society, as we currently know it,
will probably not be maintainable for another 40
years. A more responsible approach would be to start
from what is biologically sustainable for centuries to
come, and have society live within these limits. This
means a commitment to conservation, efficiency and
recycling.
In the plantation segment of their triad, Seymour
and Hunter are asking environmentalists to accept potentially non-sustainable,intensively-managedsacrifice
zones that require management inputs that industry can
not afford. To the extent that the plantations simplify,
convert, and fragment the landscape, thus threatening
biodiversity, environmentalists could justify asking for
more lands to be put into reserves. This could lead to
increased conflict, rather than increased harmony. The
buffer zones between the two extremes, would, in
many cases, still be heavily cut, and could be subject
to considerable abuse unless there is significant change
in forestry economics and forester attitudes.
Such changes in attitude and the economy are
needed, however, if we are to truly save our forests.
Given such changes, it would be far more sensible to
emphasize some form of selection as first choice in the
commodity forests. By emphasizing the least disturbing forest practice appropriate to a given site, foresters
would keep the most options open, both silviculturally and biologically. Keeping options open requires
humility. Closing off options for future generations
demonstratesarrogance.
Selection makes sense as first choice because:
*it keeps the forest shaded, favoring the more important Acadian species;
*it can sustain the retention of old trees of all
species with less danger of windfall;
*it encourages vertical diversity rather than just a
one or two story forest;
*it can accommodate dead-standing trees without
fear of blow down, and dead-downed trees without fear
that they will dry out;
*it preserves more habitat for species requiring interior, mature forests (although some species may have
trouble with the roads)
*frequent, light cuts can cover greater forest area
in less time to prepare the forest for the next spruce
· budworm outbreak; and
*properly-conducted selection can lead to high
· long-term yields, especially on the better sites.
The compromise of Seymour and Hunter is
mostly between industry and some environmental
groups. They did not adequately consider the needs of
local communities for sustainable employment, recr¢¥
ation, and aesthetic beauty. Selection in local CO!lf~
munities would best fulfill these needs--mechanized

. Continuedon Page 19
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Beyond the Beauty Stripm
Saving What's Left of Our Forests
by Mitch Lansky
Tilbury House Publishers $19.95 (pap) $35 (hard)

"If a man walk in the woodsfor love of them half of
eachday, he is in dangerof beingregardedas a loafer:
but if he spends his whole day as a speculator,
shearingoff those woodsand makingearthbald before
her time, he is esteemedan industriousand
enterprisingcitizen."
Henry Thoreau, from "Life Without Principle"
These two books, published in the same month,
go a long way towards ending the myth of the great
Maine woods, painting a truer picture of the "working
forest" and giving activists a great step forward in their
arguments for changes in both perception and policy
regarding the Maine woods.
Chery] Seal's book, at first look, appears to be
some kind of feel-good coffee table book, with its
large format, large type, beautiful color photographs,
and brief text, but this is a beauty strip, an illusion
that is immediately cut away. This is a beautiful book
with an edge. Listen to the opening paragraph:
"The Maine woods. The phrase evokes an image
of unbroken forest, isolated waterways, and solitude.
But in reality, it is getting harder each year to find any
true wilderness in Maine- or anywhere. Since 1970,
paper companies and other landowners have sliced
nearly twenty thousand miles of roads through the
Maine woods, rendering nearly every niche of forest
land accessible to the automobile or truck. The
Allagash River, once synonymous with wilderness, is
now rafted by nearly twenty thousand tourists
annually, while hundreds of people each day of the
summer climb Mount Katahdin. The shores of the
remote St. John River are now dotted by commercial
campsites, and Mount Kineo, an ancient wilderness
landmark, has been subdivided for development. No
place in the Maine Woods is more than two miles
from a road (as one paper company spokesperson has
asserted); no location is beyond the sound of
chainsaws. Yet against all odds, a forest, however
besieged by "progress", still exists in this comer of the
world. Within it still are the threads of life that form
the fabric of any forest on earth."
Setting this tone, Cheryl Seal begins her book.
The first section is a brief history of the forest,
bringing the reader quickly up to the time when
Thoreau first. set foot here. She chronicles the uses
and abuses, and shows us that the wilderness was
quickly disappearing by the time that Thort..au arrived.
"The forest that had stood for generations of
Abenak.i was crashing to the ground. Without its tree
;::over,the climate of cleared areas in Maine grew drier
and hotter ... Many forest streams shriveled to trickles,
then disappeared... As early as 1750, erosion had
become a chronic prol?!em in many settled areas."
In the second section of the book Thoreau arrives
m Maine to travel into the Maine Woods. Henry is
by the living conditions of the Penobscots:
"I even thought that a row of wigwams with a
dance of powwows and a prisoner tortured at the stake
would be more respectable than this."
And though Mainers are used to
with
travellersfrom Massachusetts and elsewhere who arrive
o,:vhhromantic notions of the way life should be, few
of them can express the local
and wonder, and a
sense of present and future loss, in the way that
Thoreau does. What. follows in !:hesecond section is a
b,·ief account of Thoreau's travels through the Maine
\.Voods.
The third section of the book is on the Maine
'Woods today, and covers briefly the issues of wood
harvesting, road building, the life of the logger, and
the role of the consumer.
" ...for too many Americans the forest is a remote
the wilderness a myth. It is little wonder that
the connection between material goods and the natural
resources that are used to produce them is being lostand v,ith it our last wildlands."
This sectwn is followed bv the largest part of the
which features Robert Bukaty's photographs of
the Maine Woods along with quotations from

eveal

ruth About Jll/aine Woo

Thoreau's journals. We start out looking at forest
scenes, spectacular shots, but after a view of the Maine
Woods from Mount Katahdin, we begin to encounter
stumps, clearcul:S, feller-bunchers, logging roads, paper
mills, and tourists in RVs and rafts. These are very
attractive photographs, and even the clearcuts are
beautifully shot, as some kind of soft core eco-pom.
This could be a very different book with the same
photos and a different text, but Thoreau keeps us on
track:
"The woods were as fresh and full of vegetable life
as a lichen in wet weather and contained many
interesting plants, but unless they are of white pine,
they are treated with as little respect here as mildew,
and in the other case, they are only the more quickly
cut down."
"But the pine is no more lumber than man is, and
to be made into boards and houses is no more its true
and highest use than the truest use of man is to be cut
down and made into manure."
"The Indians said that the caribou was a 'very great
runner', that there were none about this lake now,
though there used to be many, and pointing to the belt
of dead trees caused by the dams, he added 'He no
likum stump-when he see that, he scared."
"The mission of men there seems to be, like so
many busy demons, to drive the forest out of all the
country, from every solitary beaver swamp and
mountainside, as soon as possible."
"Every creature is better alive than dead, men and
moose and pine trees, andpe who understands it aright

will ratherpreserve
its life thandes&roy
it"

The final, brief section of Thoreau's Maine Woods
is an afterword discussing solutions to the problems of
the Maine Woods and the forests and wild places of the
world.
The author advocates 'changes
in
consciousness, lifestyle and consumption patterns, and
supports the Wilderness Society's plan to preserve 2.7
million acres of the Maine Woods as a public preserve.
Cheryl Seal ends by saying that Thoreau's greatest
revelation "is that the deepest truths can be found not
in scientific and religious doctrine, but in nature,
whose purest form is wilderness." Her book is a
stirring introduction to the problems facing the Maine
Woods, and the wilds everywhere. I hope that this
book will bring people not only back to Thoreau's
writing, but into a state of concern for the Maine

Woods.
Those concerned with the future of the Maine
Woods, and the forests of the world, should continue
their reading with Mitch Lansky's Beyond the
Beauty Strip. This is a deep, rich, very important
book. Rather than trying to critique it here, I want to
bring it to peoples' attention, and then listen to the
discussions. I hope that much further discussion of
this book will follow on the pages of the Forum.
Not since The Paper Plantation by William
Osborne (published in 1974 and long out of print) has
there been a deep look into the realities of what is
taking place in the Maine Woods. Osborne succeeded
in beginning to challenge the myth of the Maine
Woods, suggesting that the paper industry's model of

Continuedon Page 18
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Resottrce-Baseel .lVortherrt Forest EconomJ' for
by Andrew Whittaker
Traditional prescriptions for economic growth in
the nmthern forest region may be described as a
matching of native resource to outside markets. This
is inde.ed the way the area developed, from the early
marketing of pearlash and white pine, through the river
drives that fod dowrH:om1try mills, to today's economy
which relies on outside dollars to perpetuate the
resource-based industries.
Current planning views development as a necessary disease, and seeks to mitigate the worst aspects
of more manufacturing, more tourism, more human
. The trick to prosperity, it seems, is viewed
as an economic trade-off of resource for dollars; asset
and liability are linked in an equation I.hat necessarily
implies ecologic degradation.
Planning that does not aim for the optimal cannot
obtain it An optimal economy would st.art with what
people living in the northern forest region value most,
thenatural resource, and provide work that extends and
perpetuates this economic base. Outside dollars would
not be sought by selling in commodity markets, but
in non-extractive, high-value markets. A network of
local businesses would vigorously recycle dollars as it
met a high fraction of basic: needs: food, housing,
clothing, useful work, and entertainment
This process could start with businesses that already perform in the artisan/self-sufficiency markets
and extend outward through demonstration and education to today's commodity-oriented industries. The
three key ingredients are a re-orientaion of e.conomic
thinking away from dollar-wise, value-blind goals;
wider liter.1cyin and husbanding of native resources;
and successful marketing of high-value, specialty
products. Most importantly, this strategy relies on
and strengthens traditional ties to natural resources.
Today's unfortunate alternative only invites a further
alienationfrom nature, and its continued degradation.
The economy is no longer so healthy that simple
tax breaks or other tinkering can stimulate recovery.
Economists point to many factors that are involved,
but often overlook simple biology. Environmental
accounting of economic resources would show a bare
cupboard, in comparison to earlier centuries. We no
longer enjoy the ·fruits
of a robust fishery on the
Atlantic Coast, and the Alaskan plum is now being
plucked as welt Housing is constructed of ever
cheaper materials, and future products from a fiber
forest promise no better. Farmers, the canary birds of
culture, are locked in self-defeating economics which
dictate higher production to turn a profit but also

ens!lre lower prices.

The net result

low-margin

returns on profit that do not bode weHfor conservation
practices.
Local resources and what we do with them would
form a better foundation for I.he future than soh.J.tiorn;
proferred by Washington or the nebulous global
market that economists endow with deterministic
authority. Blind acceptance of current trends afoot
right here in northern New England does not bode well
for a future built around quality. The problem boils
down, on many fronts, to the punishment markets
inflict on commodities. A commodity forest will be
priced cheap, as will be fluid milk, tourist attractions
aimed at the entire urban population of the Northeast,
or manufactures
meant to sell everywhere, at
everywhere's price. Since the 1800s, our mentality
has been geared to such production, and our depleted
resources are a direct reflection of the land's inability to
sustain a throwaway society that depends on the ever
cheaper commodity.
Rural areas are depressed because the market has
argued them into the role of providing cheap raw
material for centralized production. However, the same
past which was part of this process also offers lessons
for the future. If we were to reclaim the laborintensivity of earlier industry, we would be able to
produce the higher quality goods that are in increasing
demand, at the highe.r rate of return once enjoyed by
the rural artisan. Many people in rural New England
enjoy a closer relationship with physical resources
than people of the Northeast's exurbs. This has created
a tradition, albeit dec!ing, of proficiency with tools,
machinery, and living things. How many people in
the urbanized landscape between Boston and
Washington may lay claim to that basic element of
our life here? Why should we emulate their increasing
distance from basic resources when that is just as
likely to lead to poverty as wealth?
Another facet of traditional ties to I.he natural
environment is a notion of the existence of a commonwealth. In northern New England, private property has
seldom been regarded as an exclusive domain, and the
public has enjoyed the privledge of ready access to the
forest Jobs, recreation, and a conservation ethic have
flowed from this mutual. recognition, and given life
here its distinct flavor.
In regions where I.hisis absent from the landscape,
money must be lavished on artificial forms of
entertainment. Natural resources are likewise seldom
viewed as productive of anything other than views,
with a resulting depreciation of the environment
shellfish flats are closed as shorelines are crowded,

Future

: woodlands become more the scene of crime, whether
actual or merely feared, as people lose touch with the
meaning of solitude. Unfortunately, th,ere is nothing
that guarantees a continuation of I.he land-based ethic,
not even the threat of destruction, and the willingness
: IO trade resource for dollar is its worst enemy.
The firsl step in devising an economic strategy
' that will perpetuate t.raditional v~lues is to decide that
· they are indeed worth keeping and cultivating.
: Subsequent steps will necessarily be modest and build
, on previous, existing effQrl:S. The key will be to step
• away from the temptation of turning our labor or its
: product into commodity.
Markets discipline
: commodities with low prices; and the culture of
commodity turns on quantity, not quality. There is no
. single saving industry, only the principle of using
· what we have to provide for ourselves and selling to
those markets which value quality. So let's look ahead
and see where 60 or 75 years of small efforts may land
us.
The centerpiece of our new economy is the forest
Its ownership and organisation we shall leave to the
imagination, assuming that society has hammered out
its differences and reached the optimal situation of
private rights and the common good reinforcing one
· another. Design by foresters, ecologists and land
owners has blended the borders between recreational,
logging and wildernes$ land.
Small, vertically
integrated logging operations have access to a good
· supply of large sawtimber which they take from stump
to board. Local artisans are a more visible element of
the economy than previouslv, and are able to make a
; living from' the production ~f custom-built furniture,
musical instruments and buildings. A down-si.zed
paper industry can now supply a smaller market for
higher profit Rather than detracting value from soH,
air, and water by relying on wholesale logging, the
paper industry now adds value to sawmill wastes, and
is, in fact, flexible enough to produce paper from
multiple sources of pulp, including certain fibers
farmed locally for specialty products.
Where can we look today for the germ of such a
future scenario? A recent study in the Worcester
Mountains of Vermont found that while big sawmills
were confronting limits to growth, small, portable
sawmill operations were growing in number. Years
ago, such sawmms were quite common. While big
mills have to expand markets just to keep up with
such costs as health-care, small mills can be profitable
at small capitalization and also return more money to
the landowner than mere stumpage. So verticalintegration and small-scale operations are already part
of our landscape and deserve to be treated as important
elements of our future.
As for a future paper industry which does not rely
on poisons, or add them to rivers and air, it does not
seem that today's corporations are interested in recasting themselves in a more responsible mould.
Other agencies
will have to introduce
new
technologies. However, there is some indication that a
viable industry ~ioes not have to emulate the scale of
current industry. This first occurred to me when a
neighbor showed me paper she had made in a bucket,
out of milkweed fiber. The paper was of a unique
texture, and would surely have interested an artist who
uses paper or a cottage-industry bookbinder. Paper can
be made of many fibers, and the products would have
not a large, but a definite market. The small-scale
efforts of individuals would maintain the art and craft
of paper-making and perhaps serve as an incubator for
a paper industry which could supply more than an
artisan's needs yet survive at lower capitalization and
with greater environmental/societal
responsiveness
than today's practitioners.
Furthermore,
the
publishing industry is itself de-centralizing, and the
· many small firms of northern New England would be a
logical market for a similarly-sized paper industry.
In this same vein, towns once relying on single,
large pay-rolls could now sustain themselves on
numerous manufacturers operating with lower over; head and capital requirements, resulting in some
'. measure of employment stability. In addition to
· woods products, an intensive local agriculture win
· have created a need for heat retaining row covers and
1 bagging material once supplied by plastic.
Research
. has focussed on substitutes manufactured from plant
. fibers supplied by local agriculture; local manufacture
' returns a finished product and aiso supplies adjacent
· urban markets.
Clean water also has maintained the basis for the
. brewing of beer, which undoubtedly enjoys a strong

Continued on Page 18
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Higher attainment is also an element of traditional
occupations: the logger is dealing with a more
Continuedfrom Page 17 ·
valuable resource, and is taught accordingly; the farmer
market locally, and is yet another element of
supplies a wider market and attempts to respond to
agriculture, as the breweries use local hops and barley
wider needs than those of a commodity market.
and return mash to the farm as a livestock feed.
In our ideal tomorrow, today's farm stands have
High-end manufactures are also part of the local
diversified, expanded, and increased in number.
Supplying the forest region with over half its food
landscape. Products are geared to supplying local
needs but in the process create valuable products for
supply, each has a specialty, but in the aggregate !hey
niche markets worldwide. Emulating today's cranberry · produce bread, cheese, meat and various canned goods,
grower who must custom build much equipment
such as sauerkraut, jam and pickles, in addition to fruit
because large manufacturers cannot supply this small
and vegetables. Dairy farms have been encouraged in
the direction of increased, co-operative processing, and
industry, tomorrow's builder of equipment is not tied
these co-operatives are ablt; to allocate production so
to any one product line. Basic machinery can be
that a fluid-milk surplus does not depress price. To a
adapted to local logging or forming conditions, and
certain extent, farms still rely on family labor, but are
help avoid the problems that accompany overlarge
equipment heavy expense requiring hr-avy debt load·
Rural areas are depressed because
which does !he natural resource no good-or over-weight
the market has argued them into the
and cumbersome machines which compact or erode
soil and damage trees left standing. In short, local
role of providing cheap raw material
mcmufacturers are able to respond to local needs and in
for centralized production.
the process reduce damage to resources and provide
work.
able to add some employment in value-added activities.
most importantly, the effort to match
Of more importance to the local economy, farm stands
economy to landscape has created jobs of a high order cut the export of cash to distant places, and recycle
that previously could not be met widely enough to
local dollars in capital improvement projects. New
prevent the export of talented young people. The new
England has returned to the dav when it drank more
economy creates more generalized attitudes as people
cider than orange juice and could also rely on agriparticipate in an entire cycle built' around iocal
culture as an economic cornerstone.
resources, and reduces some of the specialized jobs of
Another dimension of the new agriculture alters
the old commodity economy--which; because it was
the relation of hinterland to urban market. Rather than
complete nowhere, invited specialized atutudes as well. supplying one commodity, such as paper, to cities,
However, high skill work is required by a system of
rural areas now market an ¥fay of finished goods and
production which relies on particular knowledge of
agricultural produce directly to urban consumers. In
wGrld markets, for instance, use of information
the process, cities themselves have re-discovenxl an old
technologies, and the creation of low impact industry.
purpose as centers of trade. The rural marketeer is able

:lVlaine Books Reviewed

.\lultiple Use vVork:ing Forest Algorithm, by Mitch Lanksy.

Cm1inuedfrom Page 16 •
e,.port-based development "has not unequivocally
ber.efitted the state, but has also contributed to the
re ative poverty and stagnation of Maine's economy
V,•iiiJefattening the pockets of the out-of-state owners
a, managers oft.he large paper companies."
Forest activists everywhere on !he grassroots level
:,d to have information at hand to counter the
Si. rements made by the paper industry.
We do not
.;e the spare time to do all the research and keep up
'' h all .of the latest information. Mitch La.,sky has
dcne the work for us, providing us with an incredible
ai·-,1y of information. He states , "Grassroots groups
essential to the forestry debate because the
m :mbers Hve where the action is. They directly
e: perience the problems and directly benefit from any
sclutions. They have the most at stake and usually
h ve the motivation to succeed," and then, "The
fr.undation for corrective action is informed awareness
o: the problems. Much of the information that reaches
th} public, however, is a variation on the theme of the
h JPYcoincidence--that managing industrial forests for
s· >rt-term profit is benefitting the forest and local
c nmunities. While this book is a starting point for
ct 1ntering that myth, I encourage readers to go beyond
Beyond the Beauty Strip."
This book does not limit itself to the Maine
Woods. Struggles to save the forests are laking place
all over the world, and the same companies pop up all
In a section called Regional
over the map.
Development, Mitch lists such holdings, including
Scott Paper in Malaysia, Thailand, the Phillipines,
Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Costa Rica .. .International
Paper in Brazil, Colombia, South Africa, and Georgia·
Pacific and Champion all over the map as well. This
is not a regional book about regional problems. This
is a wide ranging book with global implications.
The book quotes Pete Correll, a Georgia-Pacific
vice president, at a business brealcfast in 1990, saying
"As business leaders our challenge is to work to create
an environment where industry can prosper in today's
world marketplace. A survey by the Commission on
Maine's Future showed that the majority of Maine
people are willing to forego economic growth to
enhance the natural environment. If we are to succeed
as manufacturers in Maine, we must work to alter that
opinion."
As hard as they are working to alter that opinion,
and maintain the myth of the Maine Woods, Mitch
Lansky has given us a book to counter those myths,
and to help undo their work. Mitch says, " I wrote
this book in response to years of frustration, not only
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to head home with quohoags or cranberries as his or
her trading partner heads south with maple syrup or
cider.
Finally, the forest economy's education system,
which emphasizes I.he conservation of landscape, has
been able to provide an important exwrt to other areas
which seek to reclaim their natural heritage. Rural
businesses support a Youth Conservation Corps
through which young people learn both ecology and
practical application of conservation measures. Some
serve apprenticeships with loggers, biologists, or
surveyors; .others go to work in concert on erosion
control, silvicultural or ecological restoration projects.
Historical and cultural projects are likewise considered
resources worthy of conservation and perpetuation.
Altogether, our new forest economy provides
other regions a model for increasing cultural wealth
through education. Citv children who come here to
learn and bring home the same approach, also carry
away a "wilderness" ethic to such places as East
Boston or Dorchester. Such communities mav then
begin to value and restore previously disp~aged
shoreline, and also help create attitudes more
wholesome than some of those presendv evinced on
the Saco or the Plymouth beaches.
·
In conclusion, a recent essay on the north woods
points out that the white man, or European culture,
has consistently made only economic use of the
forest.
But, in truth, so did the native people. The
crucial difference is that their definition of economy
was expansive, and embraced values which we attempt
to isolate from economic strategies.
The native
economy was their way of life and helped sustain their
relationship to the land. Our opportunity is to
similarly fashion an economy around all the values we
place in or derive from the forest and so ensure that
they will be around for an of future humanity.
dammed and polluted, of air (downwind from
pulpmills) that smells like a combination of dead fish
and rotten eggs, or of communities that are subject to
the blackmail threats of a single dominating
company."
Mitch wants to take us beyond the myths, beyond
the beauty sttip. "Industrial forest myths are intended
to establish that, by some extraordinary happy
coincidence, whatever industry does in pursuit of
growth and profit just happens to be good for the
forest and society. For example, to achieve the goal of
a cheap supply of wood for the mills, paper companies
dominate the markets, exploit workers, fend off
regulations, and extract tax breaks.
Myths are
employed to help convince the public and legislators
that such strategies are to their benefit, and should be
embraced rather than fought"
The format of Beyond the Beauty Strip takes
on these myths one by one, in sections such as
Industrial Society, Industrial Forest, Industrial Wild
Life, and Industrial Government. Within these sections are categories such as whole-tree harvesting,
clearcuts, herbicides, endangered species, the market,
community welfare, policy, research, taxation and
many more. In each section we are given a series of
relevant myths, each followed by a response (such as
Clearcutsare good for wildlife because they create
edge, or, The industrialforestis managedfor multiple
use, taking careof theneedsfor wildlifeandrecreation,
or, State data on the forest and forest practicesare
accurate andrelaible.) This is not a light read, as there
is a lot of informationto talcein. The readermay
want to skip aroundin the book, and the editorshave

'-Eutit
down.

'
Resources
below
ground?

with industrialmanagementof the Maine woods in
which I live but also with industrialmanagementof
public opinion. This book ... argues againstboth
thepremisesandconclusionsthatguideforestrypolicy
elsewhere . . . questions reveal the premises which
guide my critique: that forestry policy should be
ecologicallysound,sociallyresponsible,economically
viableandsustainable."
The myth of the Maine Woods conjures up a
dense, rich, wild place, roadlessand untouched,with
plentiful wildlife, biotic diversity and clean water.
Mitch counters that the term "wildlands""does not
conjureup images of mechanicalharvesterschewing
tens of thousandsof acresof forestsdown to stumps,
of helicopterssprayingdefoliantsover vast clearcuts,
of aircraft spreading chemical insecticides ·over
millions of acres, or of huge logging trucks
negotiatingthe thousandsof milesof privateroadsthat
landownershave built to get theirtimberto the mills.
It does not conjure up images of rivers that · -
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providedveryusefulindexesforthispurpose.
The authoralso providesus with a sectioncalled
"ChangingDirections" rather than solutions. He
points out that "Solutions that assume forestry
problems to be isolated from this larger political/econmoicframeworkwill notchangeourdirection,
andso we will windup wherewe areheaded. As long
as we assume we must accomodateperpetualglobal
industrialgrowth, local forests will not be saved."
Mitch then goes on to propose metashifts and
strategies,providingthereaderwithmanyresources,to
helpus get involved.
And I hope that that is what will come of the
publishingof both of these books, that they will be
used as inspiration,as resources,as tools. That we
will get involved, betterarmed with the facts, and a
clear perceptionof the Maine Woods, and of forests
everywhere. As MitchLanskysays, "Whenrealityis
commitculturaland
such thatit becomes·.practical·to
ecological.suicide,it is timefor people.tocreatea new
reality."
Reviewed by poet Gary Lawless who is co-proprietor of Gulf of Maine Books in Brunswick,Maine.
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ported Agriculture

'I'he Path to Health and Independence
Michael Phillips
"Human continuity is virtually synonymous with
good/arming, and goodfarming obviouslymust
outlast the life of any good farmer. For it to do this.
.. we must have community. Without community,
the good work of a singlefarmer or singlefamily will
not mean much or last long. For goodfarming to
last, it must occur in a goodfarming community-that
is, a neighborhoodof people who know each other,
who understandtheir mutualdependences.Essential
wisdom accumulatesin the communitymuch as
fertility builds in the soil."
--Wendell Berry in "People, Land and Community"

All of us who live in this North Country eat, but·
we mostly eat food grown out of this region.
Yes, it is a short growing season north of the
forty-second parallel-and there is no such fruit as the
Adirondack Avocado- but much more of our food can
and should be grown locally.
It's a question of
economics and available markets.
Our human community needs to understand the
principle of sustainability for ourselves as well as for
the forests we all love. The importation of northern
New England's food means two things: a lot of
unnecessary energy is expended to bring it here, and an
integral part of the local economy is lost.
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) re-establishes our link to the land. The concept takes the
production of food out of the hands of the centralized
market by making sustainable agriculture possible
locally. Neighborhoods essentially hire a custom
grower to raise an ecological harvest of fruits and
vegetables. All costs are budgeted up front--including
a valid wage for the folks who produce the food-- and
shared equally by members of the community.
Weekly harvest shares are distributed either at the farm
or at neighborhood drop-off sites.
The focus shifts from thirty-odd cents for a cucumber to a shared understanding of the good fanning
practice required to produce that harvest bounty, A
CSA community shares both the bounty and the
vagaries of nature in feeding itself. Some crops can
come in overwhelming amounts--can or freeze your
winter fcx:.dsupply!-- while at the same time crops las£
to bad weather are no longer just I.he grower's tough
luck.
Local vegetables, harvested the day of delivery, far
surpass their Ump, chemically-dependent cousins in
the
CSA shareholders benefit as eaters in
radioactive-zapping pouch crowd will never
know, Picture a salad of buttercrunch lettuce, vineripened tomatoes, and farrn feta cheese( every CSA
needs at least one good milking goat ! ) The gourmet
feast continues with baby red potatoes smothered in
butter and fresh parsley, lightly-steamed green beans
and summer savory, and broccoli quiche made with
farm-fresh eggs.
AU of that can be produced locally, in an ecologically sustainable way, through the direct connection that community supported agriculture provides

a grower to his or her market And the benefits don't
stop there.
A viable farm in the midst of any local economy
recirculates food dollars where they're needed most--our
small towns. A local farmer spends that hard-earned
wage for clothes and shelter locally. Perhaps that
dollar circulates as often as four times. To the forestdependent community, local economy means local
jobs beyond the clearcut variety. Keeping those
is vital to a
dollars within the neighborhood
sustainable community.
A vision for the woods must include us. Our
energies don't need to go into "biggering" in order io
up the bottom line. Local economy has nothing to do
with corporate America. It's you and me, the food we
eat, the clothes we wear, the shelter we build, A
sustainable. economy is a big, big part of the
environmental vision.
CSAs may be the way we rediscover ourselves as
a community. Shared workdays are an opportunity to
get your hands directly in the dirt that foeds you. In
the field we're no longer
bankers: and
bulldozer operators--but Jim,
and Sue. E.F.
Schumacher's view that "smaH i.s beautiful" thrives in
More connections
be made
the carrot
picking beans in the environmental movemem than
we've been able to achieve !.hroughcountless meetings
and newsletters,
The Lost Nation CSA began this past summer
here in New Hampshire's Coos County. Local agriculture is supplemented here as well through our organic apple orchards at the Lost Nation Cider Mill.
Other CSAs have fledgling .roots out across the North
Woods region. I'd be happy to help anyone make
connections or to serve as a resource for establishing a
new CSA. We can't save the world without feeding
ourselves in an earth-loving way.

New Forestry
Continuedfrom.Page 15
followed by planting and thinning by
Mexican laborers, and spraying with herbicides would
not Selection would allow the greatest options for
local markets for high-quality trees. Plantations and
heavy irregular shelterwood cuts on shorter rotations-leading to lower quality lumber and fiber--would not.
Seymour and Hunter accept the current ownership
and comrol of the spruce-fir forest by industrial
lanclmvners as a
rather than a variable reality.
Although sociBJconcerns may be out of the realms of
their areas of
social responsibihty--that alto prevent
between groups in this
and between this generation and the next-unless
still be an item of concern.
these ,;:oncernsare
it is hard to imagine how
the forest can be responsibly
because it is
clearcuts

no!

biologists, or computers,

who cut the wood, In the long nm, if these wcial
concerns are neglected, any plan to "save" the forest

wi.Uprove unworkable.
Seymour and Hunter, by advocating ecologicaHybased silviculture, and by critiquing current practices
from this perspective have started a debate in the academic community in Maine and the Maritimes lhat has
long been needed. But their solutions for the concerns
raised may create as many problems as they correct. But then, this is just the beginning of the debate,
end, We still have a long way to go in resolving social/ecologicaVand industrial concerns in our region,

Mitch Lansky is author of Beyond the Beauty
Strip: Saving What's Left of our Forests
(see review in this issue). He is also Second
Selectman of Wytopitlock,Maine, a small community
that depends heavily on logging.
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'E,conomics
1992 was my year for taking the agricultural
plunge, not only growing for the Lost Nation CSA. bur
going into partnership at the cider mill.
Six months of farm effort later and I find myself
not even having turned up a dime in the plow furrow.
My wife's income as a teacher is what has kept the farm
ir, our hands. Needless to say, it's discouraging to have
worked so many hours, to have produced a bounty of
";';"·'"'""-~, to have pressed a qual.ity cider, and not even
to have made a living.
all of us right to the heart of the enorsmaJJ-sca.le
going
cheap.
Food grown
harves!ed directly from the field has value
typical. supermarket
fare,
Comnrnnity
Supported
Agricuimre is meant to
the idealism of the
land within the context of true human community,
making local agriculture viable.
This year the Lost Nation CSA was not viable. Our
first-year share price didn't. begin to reflect the costs of
production. Where the average CS/>, share price might
be $350, we charged $150. The recessed North Country
economy and the need to establish new ground figured
into this bargain. Nine shares tallied out at $1350 of
income,
This past season $1603 was spent to plant and enlarge the gardens at Heartsong Farm. Payments on the
tiller and property tax on the cultivated acres--another
$800--was figured as the farmer's contribution towards
the harvest (for our own use and some $300 in cider
mill produce sales).
This year's budget meeting of Shareholders will
look at expanding to thirty shares, incorporating an
additional farm effort, and providing a wage of six
dollars an hour for the growers.
Capitalization costs

The Northern

Forest Forum

include $800 for a greenhouse twmel and should
(but won't) address tractor equipment needs.
Heartsong Farm
Roots 'N Fruits Farm
Tunnel
Labor 1000 hrs. @ $6
Total

$1600
$1600
$ 800
$6000
$10,000

A share-price for this approximate budget would
have to be $300-350, provided there are. thirty shares.
Shareholders will need to help with picking and
packing the increased number of shares to keep "paid"
hours on budget
Shares can include more produce. \Ve delivered for
seventr:en straight weeks this year, Building a commuroot cellar would allow for winter srorage and
distribution of produce for a much longer lime. That, of
course;
a capitalization expense to he added to'
the budget. One of the benefits yet r.o be tapped in the
CSA approach by our group is community effort~ to
can/fieeze the summer bounty.
I still very much believe in community supJJ()rted
agriculture. All our lives are ~icher for eating fresh vegetables and knowing how and where they're grown. My
desire to make a living at farming ties into ID)' gift for
growing. A sharing community fills in the pieces that
modem society lacks. Locally sustainable economies
balance environmental needs in a way that centralized
capitalism never will.
Life doesn't need to be rushed nor borne alone.
·we're here together--and it's together that we can do so
much more. As Wendell Berry indicates, let's enrich
both our farm fields and community with compost and
laughter!
Michael Phillips
Lost Nation CSA
RD 1 Box 275
Groveton, NH 03582
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1/'errnont 's JJroperty Ta
by Deb Brigh.ton
Presented to the Governor's Blue Ribbon
Committee
June4, 1992
Although taxation is often considered as inevitable
as de-ath, it is an entirely people-created structure designed to meet the goa1s of society according to principles endorsed by the public.
There are basic principles of taxation which are as
valid today as they were when taxation began.
However, after changes in both the operation of the tax
structure itself and in the needs, wants and abilities of
society, the match between the tax structure and
principles has changed. The purpose of this paper is to
look at, Vermont's property tax in light of basic
principles.

I. Vertical

Equity: Taxing According to the
AbiHty to Pay
Montesquieu studied the tax system in ancient.
Greece and explained the underlying theory this way:
"It was judged that each had equal physical necessities,
and that those necessi1.ies ought not to be taxed; that
the useful came next, and that it ought IO be taxed, but
less than what was superfluous; and lastly, that the
greatness of the tax on the superfluity should repress
"
This has been a
principle in many of our
t21xdecisions snch as exempting food from the sales
income tax brackets so people
inconu:f pay a higher percentage of that
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fill in the valley by providing state aid to the poorest,
but we don't compensate by shaving off I.he mountain.
There are two problems with I.hisapproach:
1. We still don't have a level playing field. Even
though the valley may be. filled in to a respectable
level, the mountain is still significantly higher. The
owner of an average-value home in Barre, for example,
pays 33 times more in school taxes than the owner of
an average-value home in Stratton, even though the
average-value home in Stratton is worth more than

twice as much.
2. Where will we get the dirt? Instead of using
property wealth to level itself, we are bringing in fill
from the general fund. Because the cost of the fill is
rising at a faster rate than the general fond we either let
municipalities deal with the increases so the level of
the playing field gets lower and lower, or we find
ourselves with an unsustainable system.

HI. Neutrality: Also Kn.own as Economic
Efficiency and Consistency with Public
Goals
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Equity: Equal Treatment for
Equal Situations
The second principle of taxation is that it should
Horizontal

be fair; people in equal situations should be treated
equally. This can be looked at in two ways: people in
different taxing jurisdictions should be treated equally,
and people in the same taxing jurisdiction treated
equally. Neither property wealth nor school children
are evenly distributed in Vermont. In fact, some towns
have l 00 times more taxable property per student than
others. Without some leveling system, residents in
one town would have a school tax rate 100 times
higher than those in another town to raise the same
amount of money per pupil.
The following graph shows the distribution of
taxable property per pupil. Each dot represents a town,
and the height of the dot represents the amount of
taxable property per pupil in that town. The dots are
arranged in rank order; towns with the least taxable
property per student (the towns in which the property
tax would be the highest) are at the left, and the towns
with the most are at the right.

Fair Market Value per Student

I

The tax structure should not cause undesirable
reactions by taxpayers or businesses. It was the
economic efficiency or neutrality
thm lawyers
used to dump the brain t.ax:they said
smart people
,vould move out of the state. In general, the primary
purpose of a tax structure should be to raise revenues
necessary for government. It should not. be to innuence
behavior. However, it is recognized that most taxes
cannot be perfectly neutral. It's important
that
the way behavior is influenced is not contrary to
societal goals.
At both the individual level and the town level,
the property tax encourages development of property
while preservation of farmland, open space, and a
working .landscape are state and often local goals. Noel
Perrin, part-time Vermont farmer and author, wrote a
story to jolt people into understanding what the
property tax does to farmers. He wrote of a social·
worker making $18,000 per year who received an
annual income tax bill from the IRS for $50,000. She
immediately called the feds to point out that no one
making $18,000 could possibly pay an annual tax of
$50,000. The bureaucrat responded that the bill was

correct;they had determinedthe social workercould
make $100,000 per year as a prostituteand they had
calculatedhertax bill accordingly.
His point was this: just as we don'twant our income tax to drive this woman into prostitutionby
basing her tax on that endeavor,we don't want our
propertytax to driveourfarmlandinto developmentby
basing its tax on fair market value. Although we
instituted a Current Use program to lower taxes, it is
· still looked at as a subsidy and it can't be counted on

whenmoneyis scarce--asit was in FY92 andFY93.
The propertytax acts as a disincentive to nonfarmingtownspeopleto preservefarmandforestland.

Because residences don't pay their way, l town officials
look for land uses which will help offset the costs of
$·J• ;:.:1"11.:.:.:111.:.:.on::.s
_____________
----,
residential growth. Basically the only optiOf! is to
convert farm and forest land to commercial/industrial
$12
propeity.
Unfortunately, the type of commercial/industrial
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1
growth which win help the town's property tax
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1
situation is that which makes the biggest mark on t.he
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landscape and therefore pays the most in
rather than that which pays the best wages or
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5. Vermont Taxes as a Percent of Income

I

placing a
itetns.
!.ax was administered
because
made a list of every
inanifestauon of a citizen's wealth or ability to pay.
wood to heat a house for '-Nimer, Other listed
a value
the state which
on 1.he scale of usefulness to
wealth or
Regular watches were 1isi:ed at
$5 but extravagant gold watches were listed at $10-twice as much. Regular wagons wi!.h bench seats were
not listed but pleasurable carriages, those with spring
seats, were. Household clocks were not listed if made
of wood, but if they were fancier, !hey were listed at
$10. Possessions were meticulousiy catalogued and
listed in order to
a complete picture of someone's
ability to pay.
However, to make the list an even more accurate
basis for extracting taxes, it included less tangible
items such as money in the bank, money in the
mattress, money loaned, and perhaps most controversially, brains. There were some people, most
notable lawyers, who relied on their wits rather than
their property for an income. To make the property tax
just, listers were directed to put lawyers brains in the
Grand List, using their discretion. They were allowed a
range between $10 and $300. To put this in context, at
the low end a lawyer was worth about one fourth the
value of a jackass. At the high end, a lawyer was
worth 7 .5 jackasses. A lawyer could, of course, appeal
the listers assessment by demonstrating incompetence
at a grievance hearing.
Vermont's current property tax is not anything
like the original. In fact, it has turned the basic abilityto-pay principle on its head. We now exempt most
luxury items sµch as jewelry and boats, and place the
burd0n on ti'le most basic necessity--a roof over one's
head
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Because the property tax is a percent of the value
of the property, a graph showing residential income
tax as a percent of income would show exactly the
same pattern. When we raise the property tax, we are
asking lower income people to pay a higher share of
their income than higher income people. And there is
certainly less give--less disposable income which can
be given up--at the lower end of the income scale.
There is another theory, called the new view, that
the property tax may not be regressive if you consider
that the tax simply reduces the rate of return on
capital. This theory makes sense for those who have
income from capital. However, the tax is levied
whether or not income will or can ever be realized in
the taxpayer's lifetime. Telling people about the rate of
return they will realize if they sell their houses or
frums is only helpful if they will no longer need a roof
over their heads or a way to make a living.
As one farmer put it: "It's like telling an elephant
there's a good market for ivory."
It is also important to look at the entire tax
structure when determining progressivity. Vermont has
one of the most progressive income taxes in the
United States. However, because the property tax is so
heavily relied on in Vermont, its regressivity
outweighs the progressivity of the income tax.

Iax reflected this

did not tax essemJais such as a basic dweHing or

School Tax on House• of Averng& Value, 1991

There is a bulldozer operator's theory of how to
make a level playing field out of iliis type of uneven
terrain: you bulldoze off the top of the mount.ainand
push the dirt into the valley. But we aren't doing this
when it comes to reducing the property tax disparity
between towns with great property tax wealth (the
mountain) and those with little (the valley).
We have some programs such as the foundation
formula and the homeowner's rebate program to help
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The ironic and unfortunate twist is that the
w keep
strategy of using commercial/inclustr.al
l On average in 1991, it cost about $5,200 to
educate a student The average house had a.bout 0.5
school-aged., students, meaning an education cost of·
$2,600. The average school tax was only $1000. The
difference--$1,600--must be made up by state aid
and/or property tax increases.

Winter Solstice 1992

taxes down often fails. In general, towns which have
the most success in swelling their Grand Lists have
not lower but higher tax bins. This is mainly because
commercial development creates jobs; people move in

I:;::

Residential Tax Bil1s8 & the Value of
Commercial/Industrial Property. Vermont, 198!1.
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to ta.leethose jobs; and school enrollments swell. The
quest for tax base has another undesirable result it is
an incemive to competition for tax base rather than
regional cooperation for economic development, and it
allows one town to pass costs on to another. Here is
an extteme example:
Stratton is famous for its low taxes, due mainly
to the presence of the ski area and the associated
commercial enterprises. As shown below,··recent
expansions have added commercial property to
Sttatton's ta.'ltbase and created 339 (net) new jobs (full
time equivalents) between 1980 and 1988. In
neighbori'ng Wardsboro, on the othh hand., there has
been little addition of commercial tax base, and only
30 new jobs were created during thesame·period.

I

Change in Commercial Property Value, 19a3-1988
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is bound to contribute his proportion towards the
expense of that protection ... Just how "his proportion"
should be determined has been the source of
philosophical and administrative debate for centuries,
both in the U.S. and in England. The currently
prevailing view seems to be that governmental
services which are public goods benefiting all society
should be paid for by society in general in proportion
to one's ability to pay; governmental services which
are discretionary and benefit citizens in proportion to
their use may be paid for in proportion to use or
benefit
Adam Smith argued that the (former) property tax
was a fair way to determine citizens' proportional
shares because government and schools benefited all
society. It was society and its security which allowed
everyone to make an income and which gave value to
their property. Each person benefited from society in
proportion to how much he or she had invested in
society. In those days, how much anyone had invested
in society was measured by taxable property.
According to Smith, "the expense of government
to the individuals of a great nation is like the expense
of management to the joint tenants of a great estate
who are
obliged to contribute in proportion to their
respective interests in the estate."
Now that the property tax is mainly a tax on real.
property and not on a realistic measure of investtnent
in society such as ability to pay and total wealth, the
general benefit principle is difficult to apply--at least
to education which is considered a public good which
benefits all society.
There are some services paid for through the
property tax, however, which have been argued to be
discretionary consumer purchases and as such can
logically be paid for in proportion to benefit to the
consumer: roads, recreation, waste disposal, fire
protection. Whether or not the property tax or a user
fee is the correct way to determine this proportion is
not clear ..

Housing Value as Percentage of
Household Income. U.S. 1987
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It seems the best way to win at the game is to
take in the commercial tax base and push as many of
the secondary impacts--that means people--into another
taxing jurisdiction. The property tax is working
against the goals of regional cooperation, comprehensive economic development, preservation of the
working landscape, and the provision of affordable
housing.

Compare this patternwith the patternof the house
value (and therefore household property tax) as a
percent of household income. The patterns are
opposite. While the income growth is in the upper
income households, increasing the property tax hits
the lowest income households--those losing money-the hardest. The property tax is not reflecting eco-

IV. "His Proportion"
Article 9 of our constitution says: That every
member of society hath a right to be protected in the
enjoyment of life, liberty, and property, and therefore

2 Katherine L. Bradbury, "The Changing Fortunes of
American Families in the 1980s," in New England
Economic Review, July/August 1990. Published by
the Federal Reserve Banlc of Boston.
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Ed. Note: Deb Brighton works for Ad Hoc
Associates, RD 1 Box 319, Salisbury, VT 05769.
This paper marks the beginning of a long overdue reassessment of our property taxation system. Many
residents of the industrialforest region of the Northern
Forests.feel that small, resident woodlot owners should
be taxed differently from large, industrial owners,
many of whom are multinational corporations with
assets of billions of dollars. The Forum invites
comments on this issue.

II

Verm~nt's Ecological Integrity
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the average household income in the
U.S. has sweHedduring the last
the prosperity
has not been evenly distributed. The rich have gotten
richer and the poor have gotten poorer. The graph
below shovvs the change in average family income in
each quintile in constant dollars. The horizontal line in
the middle (labeled 0.()0%) represents the inflation rate.
As shown
the graph, the average income for the
poorest 2/5 of families in the U.S. has been going ,
down relative to inflation. The average income for the
richest 2/5 of families in the U.S., on the other hand,
has been going up.2
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nomic growth. It is not getting money where the
money is.
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While Stratton gained tax revenues from the
commercial tax base, Wardsboro gained residences and
the attendant net costs. Even though houses are more
expensive in Stratton, the tax bill on the house of
average value in Stratton is much lower than in
Wardsboro.
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V. Reflecting the Economy
For a tax to successfully raise money year after
year, it should get money where there is money. We
cannot service a growing population and changing
economy by taking more and more money from the
declining segments of t.'le economy while ignoring the
income growth in other segments of the economy.
The property tax relies heavily on two sectors of
our economy which are losing, rather than gaining,
relative to the economy as a whole: land, and lowincome households. Our
tax structure was
established when land, cows, pigs and horses
rerire.',entectincome in om economy, Although our
has shifted from one which is land-based to
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pays for the subsidized timber sales offered by the
Forest Service. Furthermore, reducing exports of

Vermont

by 2.5% may easiiy compensate for this

"forgone opportunity".
Solutions
Overall, even if all of the existing Public Lands in
New England were reserved for the protection of
biodiversity, many habitat-types would remain unprotected or underprotected. This list includes: wetlands, bogs, freeflowing streams, shallow ponds, sedge
meadows, ephemeral streams, and pine barrens. In
addition, there is strong evidence that air pollution is a
major factor in the declining health of the protected
forest habitat, including alpine plants and subalpine
forests.
The Forest Service can serve the public by using a
portion of its lands as demonstration areas for nonindustrial private foresters. They could conduct small
scale, sustainable fogging operations that have
protection of biodiversity as a focal point. They could
demonstrate less environmentally offensive forms of
logging, such as horse logging, and teach loggers
when it is most appropriate, and economical, to use
such techniques.
If we greatly expand our public land base to
protect currently unrepresented or underrepi:esented
habitat types; if our public lands serve as the core areas
for aiding in the restoration of a full complement of
native flora and fauna; and if our private lands are
managed with an ecosystems perspective, promoting
sustainable forestry based on sustainable ecosystems
(in the tme sense of the word), we may see an
improvement in the overall health of our forest
ecosystems.

Sandra Coveny is a Masters Candidate in Forestry
in the Department of Natural Resources at the
University of New Hampshire.
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'Ifie .9l6enaf(jand '1lermont:2?!,{ations
§'r01n1775-1992
by Thomas Obomsawin
Diplomatic Ambassador
Sovereign Republic of the Abenaki Nation of
Missisquoi
In June of 1992, the Vermont Supreme Court
ruled in the Elliot decision that the "weight of history", derived from events leading up to Vermont's
formal entrance into the Union from 1760 to 1791,
"extinguished" Abenaki aboriginal rights by 1791.
This was done to protect land titles in Vermont against
the just land claims of our nation.
In fact, the
"founding fathers" of Vermont had no intemion of
"extinguishing" our rights or title, even by the oblique
"weight of history" method, Most of the settlers were
active in their acceptance of the continuous Abenaki
Nation presence and life in me newly founded state of
Vermont That acceptance has continued in various
forms to the 20th century, although poorly
documented and covered-up histories have been recently
used to
the ""'' ,...,,~.,
and seif18th, and

Lunenburg, as well as in northwestern Maine around
Pigwacket/Fryeburg and other small fledgling nonIndian towns. Positive, and mutually beneficial
relations were the rule during the war, into the 1790s
and the 19th century.
Chief Swasson, Molly Orcutt, Old Campo,
Captain Francis St Francis, Captain John Susap,
Philip, Joseph and many others are well-documented
leaders of linked family groups ranging from
Missisquoi and Lake Memphremagog
to Lake
Umbagog in western Maine during and after the
revolutionary war. Their numbers are reliably estimated at 700, but there were thousands of Abenakis
involved.
Remember that Missisquoi, Koes and
Pigwacket are village names, place-names. Our people
were, to the non-Indians, "St. Francis Indians". And
all were Abenakis or adopted Abenakis who followed
Alnobaiwi: one shared language and culture. AU were
part of the great Abenaki Nation.
According to me documents and oral tradition, the
Abenaki plan was lo have
right to live in aU our
home territory, as Ethan Alk;n offered in
George
affirmed in
and many others rewith Lheassent of the Continental

me

the war. We ah,o
the ·Norst of rimes for
the war ye2issof the 17th and
centuries. T'hese
1,e,,:cssaryfor the Abenaki
continuous presence and
lhe la~'\!
of the 20th
outline
historical facis ,,1:uchshow that the Abenaki
Nation was not even
in this
cen1.ury,much iess in the 18th or 19th cemmies.

From 1T/5 to 1

during the American

the Abenaki Nation played a major role
to the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot of
in defense of the American frontier and our
homeland.
This role was a direct outgrowrh of
Abenaki national interests and the requests and nePAfor
assistance
by Vermont, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts
colonialists·
like Ethan Allen,
Remember
Peleg Sunderland, Jacob Bailey,
Timothy Bedell, Moses Hazen, and Mesarch Weare;
and American leaders like George Washington, the
Marquis de Lafayette, Horatio Gates, and many others.
The primary objective of these colonial policies was to
ensure that the British, who held Canada, could not
infiltrate or conquer what is now the northern part of
the United States. That effort from Vermont and New
Hampshire to northern Maine was successful and
accounts for these regions being part of the United
States today.
In 1775, Ethan Allen sent an appeal to our relatives living at Odanak asking for their neutrality or
help in the American struggle. Even Ira Allen used
the purchase of "Indian title" in the Vennont area in
the 1760s to justify Vermonters' claims to the very
southern section of the present state of Vermont
Appeals to the Abenakis for neutrality ;md assistance
culminated with the Continental Congress passing a
resolution that the military and other agents of the
govemrnem couid "treat" with the norlhem tribes
including the "St Francis Indians". In August of
Chief Swasson of the "St Francis Indians'" met
,vith George Washington at Boston, and agreements
vvere made for mutual support For most of the war,
Francis and many 01her Abenakis fought in
an Abenaki ranger unit centered out of Kocs/ Abenakis
in northeastern Vermont. They and other Abenakis
also brought in game and intelligence to northern
outposts, and otherwise worked closely with the
Vermont/New Hampshire and American governments.
During the war, Vermont was only partially settled from Castleton, Pittsford and Rutland in lhe west
to Royalton and Newbury in the east In many of
those settlements, Abenakis were living nearby the
local settlers as knowledgeable traders, protectors and
guides. Up north, the land was still all Abenaki
country from Missisquoi to Upper Koes, the
Connecticut Lakes and Lake Memphremagog and Lake
Umbagog in western Maine. At Missisquoi, Abenakis
worked in alliance with local Dutch settlers, and
American-allied
Abenakis kept an eye on the
Missisquoi core village grounds, living close by in
remoter areas. The first settlers of both Swanton and
St. Albans in the 1779-1780 period both reported
close, positive ties to the local Abenakis. The same
was true of settlers in the northern Connecticut River
Valley at Koes from Hanover, Newbury and
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In truth, if things had been a little different,
Missisquoi and/or Koes would have been made into
State-sanctioned Abenali reservations. Marquis de
Lafayette suggested the same in the late 1770s aa
Koes. Moses Hazen said the same about the Abenak:is
being affirmed in owning a town on :Lake Champlain
in 1796. The same process happened in Maine where
the Penobscots and Passamaquoddies received St.ate
reservations from Massachusetts in the late 1790s. In
Maine, Col. John Allan and the Boston Diocese of the
Catholic Church were largely responsible for the
necessary advocacy to create two of the first post-war
reservations in the new United States. Allan labored
twenty years to the end of his life to assist in the
formation of those reservations for the Maine peoples.
Of course, the Penobscots and Passamaquoddies also
still owned their entire homeland at the time--a fact
which was acknowledged only iong enough for
Massachusetts to buy them out in the late 1700s and
1800s, and finally acknowledged in the landmark
Passamaquoddy v Morton case in the 1970s.
Colonel Lewis Cook and other adopted Mohawk
leaders at Akwesasne also persisted in similar fashion
to establish the St. Regis/Akwesasne Mohawk state
reservation in New York by a Federal treaty in 1796.
Moses Hazen, Ethan Allen, Jacob Bailey and other
Vermonters who could have done the job in Vermont
either died, or lost their ability to wield the necessary
political power just after the war. One, Ira Allen, hid
the truth about Abenaki occupation and wrote his own
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history indicating that Abenakis were not present, in
order to clear land titles for the colonialists. If not for
that fact, Vermont would have had at least one Indian
Town/Reservation/Concentration Camp by 1800.
Despite the lack of effective national and statewide
political support, the Abenaki Nation lived in largely
untouched familial networks at Missisquoi and
elsewhere in our homeland. Even when Ira Allen, in
the 1780s, was trying to sell off part of Missisquoi as
his own land, he said at the peak of the struggles mat
he had no problem with the Abenakis living on,
"hunting or fishing" on the land (how thoughtful).
Effectively, we remained on our central village lands
well into the 1790s. In reality, practical, peaceful,
cooperative solutions to Abenaki continuity were
worked out That is the genesis of the storied Madam
Campo, Captain St. Francis, Indian Joe, Molly
Orcutt, Mettalac, Chief Swasson, and Old Phillip,
figures found in Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine
histories, often in isolation as the "last of the real
Indians" in the area. Don't forget though that there
were people like General Sheldon, for whorn the town
of Sheldon, Vermont is
who took on the
of

horneland. Many
and many of the survivors wiore forced to go
,nd.~~"'¥.~,mrl
and hide our identities.
hmv.,
Our trm1itiona1 subsis1.ence life
ever, !minhibit.ed in spite of this, Thern are many
accoums of annual Abena.'ki
with 1ocaJ:
to trade. This has been trne down to the
] 940s and 1950s in much of Missi.squoi as ·weiJas :in
many other areas of Vennont and beyond.
The Abenakis managed and cared for huge 'iractsof
lake shore, swamp, woodlands and upland areas out of
subsistence need, love of the land, ancient tradition and
custom combined with the acceptance of non-Indian
local land occupiers and squatters in many areas. In
fact, many Vermont and Federal game wardens and
caretakers themselves were related to or actually
Abenakis themselves. We were often me best-qualified
intermediaries between the natural world , and the rest
of the non-Indian population. On the ground, we
Abenakis cared for many large sections of our
homeland as we always have long after 1775, 1791 or
1900.
Our customs of family relations and subsistence
living, including our rights to travel, to enjoy the
entire circle of life, from birth to death and burial, to
visit and pray at sacred places, to administer our own
ways within our families
and interlocking
communities within the Nation, was and largely is
still COMPLETELY INTACT. At Koes (in Vermont
this area is referred to as the Northeast Kingdom) in
the 1770s, there was a much-publicize,d capital murder
case resolved in traditional fashion, in our own way.
To this day, many conflicts regarding om people are
resolved within our Nation or cooperatively between
the Nation leadership and outside agencies. There are
countless examples of this self-governance :and the
Vermont "live and let live" policy being the basic, !k
facto standard of AbenakiN ermont relations since
those early days. In other words, many of our ways
and customs were adopted by the sewers/colonists
mostlv for their mvn survival. Extinguishment of
Abernild land rights was never explicitly or implicitly
contemplated
by Vermonters
or the Federal
Government. Thus, we, !:he Abenakis continue w
survive and live in our homeland and insist on all of
the basic rights and freedoms we enjoyed before
Vermont was founded, well into the 20th century and
the present. I
Given the facts, it is clear that Missisquoi belongs
to the Abenakis in every respect regardless of the
illegal actions of Ira Allen and more recently the
Vermont Supreme Court. The "weight of history"
actually validates Abenaki Nation continuity and
prescence in Vermont. From the Pigwacket/Lake
Umbagog
region in the east, south to the
Skitchewaug/Bellows Falls region, north to Koes and
west to Missisquoi this area is all unceded Abenaki
land; that is the way is has been, and continues to be.
There was not, nor has there been to date, an effoctive,
chosen "extinguishment" of Abenaki aboriginal or
federally recognized rights, in Vermont or United
States history, until the June 12th 1992 Vermont
Supreme Court decision.
The decision must be
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Missisquoi massacres of 1759-1760, the Penacook and
Turner's Falls massacres of 1675-6, and the Pigwaclcet
Continuedon Page 23
and Norridgewock
massacres of 1724-6, was the
conservation/eugenics
period from the 1880s to 1950.
overturned. The Vermont SupremeCourt has il.legaUy
In this recent period, increasing contro1 of birth, death,
given itself jurisdiction which it does not have to
schooling, border travel, fish and game practices, land
"extinguish" our Aboriginal title.
We
be
use, and a growing intolerance of differences in any nonappealing this:decision to the U.S. Supreme Court in
WASP peoples combined with the growth of the
November 1992. The truth and "weight" of our
conservation and welfare state, to create a multi-pronged
evidence
be clear and concise. If the U. S.
assault on the traditional life of the Abenaki Nation.
Supreme Court refoses to hear our case or rules against
In the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, America md
us we wiH take our case to the World Court.
Vermont began an assault on the Abenakis which had
be monitoring the sointernational observers
devastaxi.ng impacts on several interconnected Abenaki
farnilies.
In the process, the old network of Abenaki
calied justice of the United States
Amer1ca as it
fond,
island a:nd
lake caretakers was
with a
to the Sovereign
of the Ahenak:i
new
a
"science-based"
network
of
literal
law
enf(Hcement
We will never
or our
which combined with
ignoram buream::rn.ts to
bmd and
it is time for
and non,
the human and
of Vernmnt.
Abenakis w unite and
our mother earth fron,
done no beHer .al. thi:1, than the
and govem.mems Abenaki.:; had for thousands of years. lmt
have, asld,.,
V/1~are
the naturn.l
and must t,ake,
m.iturnl
it oi·we
We
,i:,,J;ena!d
on our
from the ck·,eadenceof mis
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the wornt time for the :Nation, af!.er the
and Indian War with th;;, Odrm.ak and
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For too long the status quo has
presented the citizens of the region with
the choice of "jobs vs. the envirnmnenL"
Whenever the dominant
paper industry has been faced. with
regulations or paying its fair share of
taxes, it has resorted to the threats that
the regulations or taxes win force it to

close down operations. This happened
again on November 5-6 & 24 in
Augusta at the emotional, often tumultuous, "Dioxin Trials" before the
Maine Board
of Environmental
Protection. The issue boiled down to:
Should short-term profits for take
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